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THE ADI ABATIC COMPRESSIBILITIES OF CONCENTRATED 
MET~~-AMMONIA SOLUTIONS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The almost novel idea of a meta l dissolving in a liquid 
solvent is nevertheless a rea lizable phenomenon. Modera te 
quantities of the alkali meta ls and even of the alka line 
earth metals dissolve readily in liquid ammonia forming 
characteristically blue solutions when dilute and bronze 
appearing when concentrated. These solutions have not been 
held a s mere scientific curiosities but instead have been 
frequently referred to by those i nt erested in the t h eory of 
the met a l state. 
The na ture of these solutions is so unusua l tha t e·fforte 
to understand them have been dir ected along such diverse 
a pproaches a s electrochemical studies, the observa tion of 
electro-optic effects , thermochemica l measurements, magnetic 
s usceptibility mea surements and nuclear magnetic resonance 
studies. 
An examina tion of the results from thes e studies revea ls 
t hat incomplete knowledge of the mor e concentra ted solutions 
pr events the construction for t h ese of a reasonable mode l 
which seems much in need as a unifying device t h rough which 
these unusua l properti es mi ght be rela ted. 
To supply such additional knowledge this present re-
search pursues the determi na tion of the adiaba tic compress-
ibilities of concentra ted ammoni a solutions of sodi um, 
lithium, calcium and potassium iodide. The previously ob-
served volume anomalies in these solutions sugges ted the 
appropriateness of such a program. Ultrasonic sound veloc-
ity measurements are carried out employing a modified eleo-
tronio pulse technique especially adaptable to a study of 
these difficultly handled systems. The sound velocities 
2 
together with literature values of the densities are insert-
, 
ed in Newton's relationship ,p•;cagiving the adiabatic com-
pressibilities. These results are combined with various 
other known facts concerning these solutions in an effort to 
construct an acceptable model for them. 
II. COMPRRHENSIVE SURVEY OF THE WORK 
OF OTHER INVESTIGATORS 
The earliest quantitative examination of ammonia solu-
tions indica ted a continuous change from essentially electro-
lytic to pronouncedly metallic behavior in going !rom the 
dilute to the saturated region (16,43b,5la and b). For in-
stance the electrical conductivity of sodium in ammonia 
(Figs. la and lb) approaches in the limit of infinite dilu-
tion an order of magnitude not too different -from that of 
ordinary electrolytes dissolved in the same solvent, whereas 
towards high metal concentrations (about 23 grams of sodi um 
meta l with 100 grams of ammonia) the conductivity rises rap-
idly to a va lue resembling t hat of the meta l mercury. 
Kraus had embarked upon the investigation of the prop-
erties of these meta l-ammonia solutions because he felt that 
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such, where a metal is continuously diluted by a non-metal, 
was a situation particularly suited to t he study of the con-
duction process in metals. Accordingly, using the then 
current i deas of the metallic sta te, he postulated a mechan-
ism of conduction consistent with the observed conductivity 
ve. concentration curves (Figs. la and lb). The metal atoms 
in the very dilute regions were represented as having com-
pletely dissocia ted to cations and electrons both associated 
with the solvent and both carrying their respective fractions 
of the curr ent. Thus: 
Na ~ Na+-+- e-
NH3 + e-~e- (NH3 ) 
From concentration cell measurements (5lf) the speed of the 
negative carrier (solvated electron) was estimated to be 
seven times that of the sodium ion. At somewhat greater meta l 
concentrations the metal atoms were represented as only pa r-
tially dissociated, the decreased number of negative ions 
then present accounting for t he observed minimum in the con-
ductance. Further increase in concentra tion beyond this 
l:egion purportedly resulted in a fraction of the free elec-
trons no longer becoming associated with the solvent and a s a 
consequence a ssuming t he extremely high velociti es of free 
electrons when p l aced in an electric field. Thus the r apid 
increase in conductivity a s satura tion was approa ched was 
explainable; the decreased amount of solvent ammonia was res-
ponsible for the relatively larger number of the fast moving 
"un-ammoniated" electrons. Kraus noted that conduction of 
electricity in this metallic region occurred with no measur-
able transport of the positive species and thus concluded 
that the free electrons must carry practically all of the 
current. The solvent-bound electron has been found to be a 
species common to the dilute ammonia solutions of all metals. 
(8,24,5la-g,57,62a-f,75) Some exceptional properties of the 
concentrated solutions were brought to light by Kraus and 
Lucasse in the course of experiments on the electrical be-
havior of the solutions (54b,54c). An atomic conductance 
that is higher even than of some metals and a large volume 
increase upon formation of the saturated solution amounting 
to about 53 co. per atom of sodium were observed as well as 
a phase separation phenomenon with an upper critical end 
0 
point of -41.6 C. at a composition of 4.15 atom per · cent of 
sodium. Some of these observations are shown in Figs. la, 
lb, lc and ld. Measurements of resistance-temperature 
coefficients of the concentrated solutions of sodium and 
potassium in liquid ammonia (54d) revealed the pronounced 
maximum in this coefficient shown in Fig. 2b. The volume 
effect in the concentrated solutions was confirmed when 
Kraus, Carney and Johnson (52) made quantitative measurements 
of the density of concentrated sodium in ammonia solutions. 
In fact, the volume change accompanying formation of the 
solution from the constituents, denoted as AV, was found to 
exhibit a maximum near the saturated composition as Fi g . lc 
shows. 
Reflecting upon this array of highly anomalous proper-
ties which these concentrated solutions possessed, Kraus, . 
Carney and Johnson realized then an unusua l structure must 
exist for these solutions. Thus they write: 
•The volume chang e accompanying the for-
mation of these solutions is a striking fact. It 
amounts to almost twice the original volume of the 
sodium. The heat effect accompanying the solution 
of sodium in liquid ammonia is i nconsiderabl e . 
About 1500 calories are absorbed per atom of sod-
ium and the va lue di minishes with i ncreasing con-
centration. If we bear in mind the fact tha t , in 
t hese solutions, sodium is present as a . norma l 
sodium ion, we must a scribe the volume change 
ch ief ly to the electron which, freed from the con-
stra ints under which it exists in t he solid meta l, 
occu~ee a relatively larg e volume in the solution. 
In no other case heretofore investigated, eith er 
in processes of solution or of compound forma tion, 
has a volume change of this magnitude been observ-
ed. It is known that the electron in liquid 
ammonia solution at higher concentra tions is free 
to move a s it is in metals. Since we have no 
adequate conception of .the state of the electron 
in metals, we are unable to draw any def inite con-
clusions regarding its state in liquid ammoni a. --
The peculiar form of the AV curve a t high-
er concentrations cannot be accounted for at this 
time . It is known that in concentrated solutions 
of the a l kali metals in liquid ammonia, many prop-
erties exhibit singularities." (52) 
Johnson and Meyer (43a) found that concentra ted potaas-
ium exhibited a s imi l a r volume effect with a maximum va lue 
of 30 co. per gram atom of potassium a t a concentrati on of 
6 
about 10 moles of anmonia to 1 g . atom of metal. Determina-
tion of the AV for lithium and calcium so luti ons was perform-
ed by Coulter (7) who, after applying corr ecti ons for the 
\ 
respective atomic and ionic r adii, reported corrected AVs 
a s follows: 
Na, AV • 47.4 co. 
K, AV • 45 
Li, AV • 40.8 
Ca, AV• ( 44) 
All a t 6 mole NH3/ g. atom metal 
In view of experiment al errors, these were felt to indica te 
a common va lue f or the alkali metals. ~he uncorrected AV 
7 
for calcium wa s considered to lead to a value consistent with 
t h is c ommon ~V for t he alkali metals. 
Interest i n these metal-ammonia solutions has been dis-
p l ayed by various other investigat or s who recogni zed t hese 
systems a s suitable for the appl i ca tion of t heo ries of the 
met a l state. Herzfeld (31) referred to metal-ammonia solu-
tiona in a discussion of the dens i ty of dispersi on electrons 
a s a criter i on of the metal sta te. H. Jaffe (4la ,b ) observ-
i ng the color of reflected light i ncident on concentra ted 
lith i um solutions and measuring the Hall effect i n these con-
eluded on the basis of classical t heory of electron optics 
tha t t he s a t ura t ed solution cont a ined one free electron per 
a tom of lithium. ~arkas (14 ) ca rried out a theoret i cal 
trea t ment of t he conduction process using a model i n whi ch 
t he electrons wer e cons i dered to move between a djacent poten-
tia l wells of the s odi um a t oms. Good agr eement was obtained 
between conductivities so ca l cula ted and t he observed values 
8 
in the more concentrated region thus susporting the view that 
this region was essentially metallic in character. 
Exploratory magnetic suscepti bility measurements with 
concentrated and dilut.e meta l-ammonia solutions were perform-
ed by Freed and Thode .(19) because they felt that these sys-
tems offered a chance to observe the magnetic behavior t heor-
etica lly derived for an attenuated metal. Acoording to the 
free electron gas theory of metals, the degeneracy of the 
condensed solid metal could be removed either by increasing 
isothermally the volume of the metal or by r ai sing the temp-
erature to a high value. Consequently the •degenerated para-
magnetism• shown by the s olid metal in which all the electrons 
are pa ired save the f ew outside the Fermi surface should 
change to normal paramagnetiem in the expanded or high temp-
erature metal. In the latter, all the electrons have uncoup-
led t heir s pins to exist as independent magnets obeying class-
. . 
ical statistics. The difficulties of actually expanding met-
als to large volumes in order to observe the effect on the 
magnetic properti es or of measuri ng t he s us ceptibility at 
very high temperatures were seen obviated in these metal -
ammonia solutions for here t he ammonia may be thought of as 
increasing the volume of the metal and thus bringing~t a 
decrease of t he so-called degeneracy temperature . The attrac-
tiveness of the possibilities in t hese considera tions is 
0 
easily recognized by realizing that a. temper ature of 20,000 C. 
9 
is required by theory to provide a metal with degeneracy of 
spin completely removed, whereas in a liquid ammonia solution 
0.002 M in metal the degeneracy is already sufficiently re-
moved due to the i ncreased volume assigned to t he meta l to 
yield a 100-fold increase in susceptibility over tha t of con-
c entrated solutions. 
~uantitative determination of the magnetic susceptibil-
ities for sodium ammonia solutions a s a function of concen-
tration were then carried out by Huster and Vogt (39,40,44, 
49a,b,75}. the resul ts presented in Fig. 2c While showing 
the change over from metallic to normal paramagnetism upon 
dilution were nevertheless not a s expected particularly be-
cause of t h e occurence at intermediate concentrations of the 
diamagneti sm. These results invalidated the ea rlier picture 
which Kraus had presented of the species present in t h e sol-
utions. Huster proposed the existence of diatomic sodium 
molecules in t he equilibrium with so lvated sodium ions and 
electrons loosely bound to the solvent: 
(Na;NH3 ) - Ketal-+Na2 -+ (2Na)-+2Na+ + 2e-
Thus at great dilution complete dissociation of the Na2 mol-
eaias to ions and single electrons accounted for the observ-
ed par amagnetism of almost 1 Bohr magneton per atom of metal. 
In the intermediate region the Na2 species in which the 
electrons are paired were said to predominate leading t hus 
to the observed diamagnetic behavior. Lowering of the tem-
perature was observed to increase the diamagneti sm and to 
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extend its occurrence toward the dilute region , all of which 
wa s attributed to an increased extent of occurrence of Na2 
molecul es. 
The concentrated solution of sodium in a.rmnonia wa s rec-
ognized by Huster as magnetica·lly similar to metalli c sodium: 
"\/ l N )s ~0 ICtO-~. "'o./ =IS' ~, 0 -' 1\ m (,._t. t;o ""' · ~ , 1\vtt(Ni ""ehl) 
He supposed the ammonias to be coordinated to the sodium i ons 
of the metal through the electronegative nitrogen atom with 
the electrons existing essentially as a degenerate gas of free 
electrons. 
Magnetic measurements of somewhat greater prec ision made 
by Freed and Sugarman (18) with pota.ssiuDl solutions accorded 
i n all essentia l points with those of Huster. They criticized 
Huster~s proposal r egarding the existence in the middle reg-
ions of Na 2 molecules upon the grounds that a concentration 
of these sufficient to produce the observed diamagneti~m was 
not consistent with observed vapor pressures reported earlier 
by Kraus . The existence of compounds suqh as Li(NH3) 4 and 
Ca(NH3 )6 in which each me~al atom is surrounded by armnonia. 
molecules was considered to indica te that Na 2 molecules are 
unlikel y in solution. The diamagnetism of the moderately 
dilute region was accounted for by Freed and Sugar man instead 
by the severa l considerations from the t h eory of the degener-
ate electron gas. Picturing a ~ypioal ion and surrounding 
solvent in this manner: 
+ tf • I K • N<;.'l H~'N • , .. ,H ....._ 
...... ' \of' 
12 
they were able to represent the electron as participating in 
a number of resonance structures involvi~g the hydrogens of 
the ammonia of solvation as well as those of the adjacent 
solvent ammonia molecule. The inclusion of the resonance 
energies from such a picture was stated to be effective in 
lowering the observed magnetic moment by decreasing the den-
sity of unoccupied energy levels above the Fermi surface into 
which magnetically energized electrons would have to jump. 
Furthermore, the possibility of two electrons formally pair-
ing their spins by being located on adjacent hydrogens in the 
above picture was considered as leading to a ~ype of F' cen-
ter that is diamagnetic. 
This idea of the existence of a paired electron species 
in the moderately dilute metal ammonia solutions was devel-
oped by Ogg (62a-f) who reported a series of qualitative and 
highly controversial measurements. Estimates of the energy 
of unpairing of the pa ired electron in a hole of oriented 
solvent ammonia to yield two single electrons in separate 
holes were obtained from rough photo-conduction, absorption 
)[ 
and calorimetric measurements: 
~nteresting studies are in progress here at 
Boston University under Dr. Coulter's guidanoe 
relating to the energetics of the equilibrium be-
tween paired and single electrons. T.L. Hill (33) 
calculated equilibrium constants from the magnetic 
susceptibilities obtained by Freed and Sugarman(l8). 
Nuclear magnetic resonance absorption studies re-
sulted in similar estimates of an equilibrium con-
stant. {Ogg and Newman (61)). 
13 
-5 At concentrations of metal in ammonia below 10 molar practi-
cally all of the electrons were considered to exist as trapp-
ed single species exhibiting the magnetic behavior observed 
by Huster and Vogt and Freed and .Sugarman (vida supra). The 
co nduction process in these dilute solutions, long considered 
electrolytic in nature since Kraus' original suggestion was 
described by Ogg (62a) as that of an alloy of metal and 
ammonia. His contention was ba sed upon the observed high 
conductivities found for frozen dilute metal-ammonia solutions 
which contrasted with the almost negligible conductance of 
frozen salt-ammonia solutions. At concentrations above lo-5 
and extending upwards to about 2 M in metal, existence of 
electron pairs in holes created by polarizing the surround-
ing s olvent were felt to predominate, producing the observed 
diamagnetism. The probability that these pairs would obey 
Bose-Einstein statistics was accredited with inducing the 
phase-separation phenomenon in the concentrated solutions as 
K 
well as with leading to superconductivity (62e}. 
At concentrations greater than 2 M the effect of the 
sodium ions was considered to result in a change to Fermi 
statistics for the electrons typical metal behavior was then 
evidenced. 
x Numerous investigators failed to reproduce t h e 
superconductivity phenomenon reported by Ogg; 
controversial reports exist sa to the nature of 
these rapidly frozen solutions. (4a-d,5,11,23, 
27,35,4lc,56,68,77) 
• 
14 
The essential metallic nature of the concentr ated region 
in contrast to the dilute has been indicated in several other 
photoelectric studies by Hasing ( 30) who revealed a surfa ce 
effect in the concentrated r egi on typical of the behavior of 
metals, and a volume effect i n the dilute solutions i ndica -
tive of the fact that most of the electrons are bound to a 
c enter such as the ammonia molecule. 
Viscosity measuremsnts of Kikuti (45) with sodium 
ammonia solutions, the curves shown in Fig. 2d, indicated a 
gr eat decrea se in viscosity for t he concentrated solutions 
below that of the dilute solutions a nd t he solvent . No in-
terpretat i on of t hese results was att empt ed by Klkuti. 
Frenkel (Chapter 8 of r ef . 20) has ce lled attention to 
the similarity between impurity semiconductors and the con-
centra ted metal-ammonia solutions in regard to the exponen-
tial rise of conductivity with linear increase in concentra-
tion exhibited by both systems. He suggests tha t the dielec-
tric constant of the solutions as a function of concentra-
tion be measured so tha t the correlation between dielectric 
constant, electrica l conductivity and concentra tion m±ght be 
exami ned. These have been related for the similarly behav-
ing systems alkali oxide dissolved i n borate or silicate 
glass . The essential argument i s tha t the dissociation 
energy of the metal or metal oxide is decreased by t he per-
turbation of the solvent (ammonia or borate glass) thus 
caus ing an i ncrease in dielectric co nstant and an exponential 
i ncrease of electrica l conductivity. Frenkel ' s views indi-
cate that the metallic state of the metal in ammonia solu-
tiona is maintained. 
Attempts to explain the properties of metal-ammonia sol-
utions on the basis of a colloidal sta te for the metal have 
been discounted, as Yost and Russell (80) point out. 
Two salient features of liquid ammonia solutions of met-
a ls present t h emselves when we marshall together this array 
of experimenta l evidence: 
The dilute solutions of all metals are practically 
identical and owe their properties to a common 
K 
species , tha electron associated with the solvent. 
The concentrated solutions are peculiarly anoma-
lous with respect to a number of 2roperti~~L 
The avowedly metallic nature of the concentrated solu-
tiona together with the peculiar behavior point to an ex-
planation in the form of a detailed structure. Before a com-
plete picture of this structure can be attempted, however, 
additional knowledge of these concentrat ed solutions is re-
qui red. 
The anomalous volume effects in these solutions suggest 
t h e appropr iateness of additiona l studies along the lines of 
x Furth er indication of the identity of this species 
in all the dilute solutions has been obta ined in 
t h e t hermochemicRl studies of Coulter and Maybury 
( 8 ). (See also ref. 79.) 
16 
pressure-volume relationships. The classic work of Bridgman 
( 6) has included liquids and so'lutione within its broad scope. 
R.E. Gibson (26) has shown how a knowledge of the intermolec-
ula r attractive and repulsive forces in liquids and solutions 
can be attained through pressure-volume-temperature studies. 
The determination of the adiabatic compressibility from 
ultrasonicssound velocity measurements includes yet another 
class of pressure-volume experiments that have been a pplied 
to solutions. 
The significancecof the adiabatic compressibility meas-
urements in electrolyte· solutions are pointed out by Ber gmann 
(1) . Uni-univalent electrolytes exhibit a common relative 
ch~nge in compressibility referred to that of the solvent. 
I1ikewise, . 2-1 and 3-1 electrolytes show common values differ-
ent from each other and from the 1-1 class. Bergmann concludes 
that the relative change in compressibility is a function of 
the cation charge and is independent of· the cation radius. 
The attractiveness of utili zing this relationship in connec-
tion with metal-ammonia solutions lies in the opportunity 
it ofters of studying the equilibrium between paired electrons 
and single electrons. If these trapped electron species 
exhibit typ~cal electrolytic ion behavior, then their respec-
tive effects on the observed oompressi bili ty should be e,s 
predicted. Confirming measurements should first be made with 
a group of regular electrolytes of assorted charge types 
17 
dissolved in ammonia. 
The usual conception of a compressibility is that of 
change of volume with applied pressure, expressed thermody-
na.mioally as (Jz:. - ~ (9}. Statio measurements such a s performed 
by Bride,-man and by Gibson follow a procedure of measuring 
the change in volume of a sample under a large applied press-
ure and yield what is termed the isothermal compressibility. 
Here t he system exists in thermal equilibrium with the sur-
roundings at eaoh infinitesimal stage of the compression so 
that all modes of energy uptake are given adequate time to 
occur. 
On the other hand the compressibility obtained through 
measurements of sound velocity arises from the periodic com-
pressions of the elements of a liquid under the action of 
the sound wave. These compressions are extremely rapid, 
especially with sound of ultrasonic frequency so that equil-
ibrium is not a ttainable in the short time of a complete cycle. 
Since ideally each compressed element of fluid is then main-
tained thermally isolated from its surroundings in such a 
process, the resultant compressibility is termed adiabat ic. 
Acoustical considerations (Chapt.Sof ref. 46, Chapt. 11 of 
ref. 71) show that the sound velocity is directly proportional 
to the square root of the bulk modulus B of the medium and 
inversely proportional to the square root of the density. B 
represents the 
ciP 
volume - cJVj'l. 
force necessary to produce unit increase in 
Thermodynamics gives for the adiabatic com-
18 
pression of a ga• the expression PV1=constant, when differ-
ent iated yields -~/V' = '1 P where 'f:s. ~ • For an isothermal 
process (PV • const) the corresponding expression is -j51V'a P. 
The first can be seen to represent the adiabatic bulk modu-
lus, Bs• whereas the second gives the isot hermal modulus , 
Bt , the two being related thus: 
The reciprocal of the bulk modulus is the compressibility 
I l . I I /3 
so tha t Bs ': 7 p "=- /3s \ eT-a p =;3-r ; 13~ = ,., 
Sound velocity is then related~bulk modulus or compressibil-
ity by expressions: 
C :z I /M_s = ~-a,.-----:-'1 
jO . ~ 
III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLml 
The original purpose of this resea rch was the pursuit of 
sound veloc i ty measurements in metal- ammonia solutions to 
obtain information regarding the electron equilibrium. How-
ever, conversations with R.A. Ogg , Jr. d.irected attention to 
the difficulty of obtaining significant results for sound 
velocity measurements in the dilute region where the interes-
ting aspects of electron equilibrium exist. Accordingly, the 
emphasis upon the type of informat ion to be expected from 
compressibilities was shifted pending refinement of the tech-
niques, the sound velocity experiments ot Freyer (21) and 
others with more concentrated electrolyte solutions reveal-
ing decreasing compressibility with increasing electrolyte 
concentration due to the compression of the solvent by 
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electros trict i on (12, 66) appearing to be applicable to the 
concentrated ammonia solutions. Compressibility measurements 
in these might enable a decision to be made about the state 
of t he metal. If the compr ess i bility i s decreas ed upon i n-
creasing the meta l concentrati on then the effect can be re-
garded as due to the electrolytic nature of the solute meta l 
ioni zed to ca tion and "electron ion". There is the possibil-
ity that the electron itself, eKisting in some kind of larg e 
ion s pecies as Ogg has postula ted, might exhibit a distinc-
tive compressibility. 
With the ob jective of gaining i nforma tion about the 
s t a te of the dissolved metal i n concentrated metal-ammoni a 
solutions, the execution of ultrasonic sound velocity meas ur e-
mente in these is proposed. The observed velocity of sound 
a nd the density are to be used i n calculating the adi~batic 
compressi bi lity by the extablished relation:~~ • 1 /(;o~l) 
and the compressibility is to be examined a gai nst t he back-
ground of electrolyte theories described above in an effort 
to picture the state of the metal in the concentrated solu-
t ions. This will entail assig~ente of the roles of the 
ammonia molecules, the metal ca tions and the electrons in 
these solutions. The solva ted electron concept ot the dilute 
r egion ma~ not be applicable in this concentrated r egion 
where a fr ee electron concept ~Y - need to be made use of. 
~V. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
A. Description of the equipment 
I. Introduction 
Recent developments in radar training devices have pro-
vided the investigators in ultrasonics with the electronic 
pulsed-circuit technique for accurate sound velocity and 
absorption measurements. Examination of the literature re-
veals the extent to which the pulse method is finding appli-
cation to studies in liquids and solids (36,48 ,Chapt.l4 of 
r ef. 59,69). Not only is the accuracy of the method compar-
able with that of the widely used :precision interferometers, 
but the variety of conditions under which measurements can 
be obtained is remarkable. For example the literature in-
cludes measurements in molten metals (50); liquid oxygen($~) 
and liquids under pressures up to 6000 kg/cm2 (36). These 
factors were decisive in the original selection of the pulse 
method for the study of the metal ammonia solutions. 
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In general outline, the pulse ·method consists of elec-
trically timing the trans.t t of a..n · acoustical signa l a measur-
ed distance through the medium under study. The signal is 
generated by a quartz crystal transducer set into oscillation 
by electronic components. ~ter travelling through the sol-
ution, the s ignal impinges upon a second crystal which change s 
the sound back into an electrical impulse for presentation on 
the screen of an oscilloscope (17). Measurement of increment 
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in transit time for the signal travelling through the solu-
tion between the crysta ls when these are moved t ogether or 
a part by measured distance yields the necessary data for cal-
culation of the velocity. This measurement of t he change in 
distance is less sub j ect to error than the measurement of the 
actual dist ance between two crystals. Velocity is computed 
by the formula: 
Veloc ity = change in path length between crystal f aces 
change in transit time for the signal 
The general arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 3 
and in the following pages a detai led description of its con-
s truction and operation is g iven. 
The oacilloscope P-4E provides both a presentation unit 
for viewing the signals obtained i n making sound velocity 
measurements and an output trigger , synchronized with the 
sweep trace. for initiating the sound signals i n the solution 
in the cell. This trigger from the oacilloscope sets into 
operation the pulse generator at a time (with respect to the 
start of the sweep in the oscilloscope ) determined by variable 
delay i n t he form of a decade resistanc e box. The resulting 
pulse excites into oscillation the lower crysta l in the cell. 
The acoust ical plane waves pr.oducad travel upward through the 
•olution and strike the receiving crystal which oscilla tes 
gener ati ng corresponding electrical waves. These a r e ampli-
fied and are presented on the s creen of the oscill oscope. 
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2. Electronic equipment 
a . The Oscilloscope 
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The heart of the time-measuring equipment in these vel-
ocity determinations is the oscilloscope which is required to 
provide electrical impulses well regulated in time for iniat-
ing the acoustieal effe~ts. The instrument used is the P4-E 
Synchr oscope, ~ 82) modified as described later. A block dia-
gram, Fig.4 and a more detailed drawing, Fig.5 show the con-
struction of the instrument. 
The local oscillator VI, Fig.4, sendsout a pure sine 
wave which in V2, Fig .4, is divided between two different 
paths: the first, of constant phase with respect to the lo-
cal oscillator, leads to the sweep generator V6 and V8; the 
second, of var iable phase, leads to the trigger forming cir-
cuite, V3 and V4. The Shift in phase of the sine wave that 
travels this latter route results in the delay or advance of 
the trigger pulse with respect to the start of circuit of V2 
and is accomplished by means of phase shifting network in the 
pla te. As will be explained fully later in describing the 
experimental procedure, the quantitative determination of 
this delay or advance mea sures the tmme of travel of the sound 
signal in the solution being studied. To effect this quant-
itative measure, the original circuit of the P4-E has been 
modified by replacing the manufacturer's "fine" and "course• 
phase shifting network potentiometers by an .exterma lly loca-
ted 10,000 ohm resistance box and a · parallel £ixed resistor 
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of 0. 2 meg ohm (Fig.5). Operat i on of this deca de resistance 
box whi l e the trigger pha se switch (Fig5) is in"reverse" pos-
ition results i n increasing delay of t h e trigger with respect 
to t h e start of the sweep as the resistance is i ncrea s ed • 
. Accordingly, by calibration of the resistance box i n terms of 
micros econds of delay per ohm of resistance, trigger delay 
can be read off directly from the resistance box. (In actual 
pr actice t he sett ing of the dials are tabulated i n ohms a nd 
t he time is ca lculated from the appropriate conver s ion factor 
de termi ned by calibration). 
The frequency with which trigger pulses are sent out 
and sweep traces i nitia t ed is determined by the f requency of 
t he sine wave genera ted by the loca l oscillator (VI in Fig .4) 
(This frequency is not altered in the case of t h e trigger 
pulses by t he delay i ntroduced). The t wo f actors to be con-
sidered in deciding upon the best r.epetition rate (as this 
frequency is known ) are intensity of the signal on the screen 
and the so-called duty ratio. The signal i ntensity becomes 
insuffi c ient if too few sweep traces occur in a second. 
Furth ermore, t he s peed a t which the tra ce on the screen is 
produc ed (see par agr aph below on sweep speed) a lso determines 
t h e brillia nce of the trace a nd a certa i n amount of experi-
menting must be done to establish the proper repetition r a te 
for a given sweep speed. 
Equally as i mportant i n deter mi ni ng the r epetition r a te 
is the time i nterva l between successive "bangs" (strik ing of 
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t he transmitting crystal by t he voltage pulse to produce 
ringing of t he crystal). A rela tively long (20,000 sec) 
interval is desirable in order that the crystal, a.fter ex-
cita tion, may return by the damping action of the liqui d in 
contact with it to a completely quiescent state before the 
.. It 
next bang. Since on being struck by the square pulse the 
crysta l probably rings in a damped fashio'n for 20 to 30 sees, 
the r a tio of t h is time to the tota l time between "banga•, 
called the duty ratio, is seen to be low, namely: 
,..., S0/20, 000 X 100 ~ 0.15% 
A low duty ratio is desirable not only for t h e crystals but 
a lso for the pulse generator and t h e amplifier wherein elec-
tronic circuits must be allowed sufficient time to re- estab-
lish stabilization between successive excitations . (Page 319, 
ref. 13). 
The r epetition r a te is determined in the P4-E Synchro-
ecope by s etting the oxcillator frequency control to the 
desired marking. The P4-E used in this work had been pre-
viously altered by the Optica l Research Labor a to r y, Boston 
University, to yield an oscillator frequency of about 20 cps 
so this desirably low r epetition r a t e was used . 
The sweep s peed is selected with a view to brillia nce 
r equirement s mentioned above but more important, with a 
vi ew to t he appearance of the wave tra in seen on the s cr e en. 
A sufficiently s low sweep must be used so t hat a 2 me . wave 
trains appea rs on the screen with a clearly distinguishable 
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wave f orm. A 2 microseconds per inch sweep is most s a tisfac-
tory and is obtained by pr oper positioning of t he sweep-speed 
selector switch on the f r ont pa.nel of the Synchroscope. 
The sweep produces a horizontal line on the 5" screen of 
the i nstrument when no signa l is applied to the vertical 
plates. If the output trigger of the scope were initiated 
at the same instant as the sweep and all the subsequent pro-
cesses (those intervening between trigger initiation and 
receipt by the ·vertical plates of the signa l created by the 
trigger) occurred without attendant delay , the signal would 
appea r on the screen at the extreme left in coincidence with 
the sta rt of the sweep. On t he other hand, should delay be 
introduced i nto the round trip progress of the signa l from 
trigger to vertical plat es, the signal would appear di splaced 
toward the right, the extent of such displacement being pro -
portional to the magnitude of the delay time. In actual 
practice the principal delay to the signal is the finite rate 
of travel of the acoustical wave train between the crystals. 
It follows ilnmedia tely that leng thening the path eo that a 
longer time of travel is required (additional delay) shifts 
the pictured signal a p roportional dis tance to the right. 
Anticipating the descript ion of the procedure to be given 
later, it is pointed out here t hat the measurement of the 
additional delay is ac complished by changing the setting of 
the decade resistance described above t hereby moving the 
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displaced signal back to its original position on the screen. 
b. Pulse-forming circuit 
Upon receipt of the trigger pulse from the oscilloscope, 
the pulse-forming circuit produces a square shaped high vol-
tage pulse of fairly long (in time ) dimensions which serves 
to set into oscillation the transmitting crysta l. 
Eig. 6 presents the circuit of the pulse genera tor used. 
This is the conventional gas-tube type whose operation is 
briefly outlined starting with receipt of t he trigger pulse 
at the input jack. The 2050 gas tubes in conjunction with 
R-C time constant circuits generate upon being triggered a 
f lat topped square sided puls e . This is amplified in the 
6AG? and fed to the output. Here a fair l y good square pulse 
of 40 volts amplitude variable in length from 1 to 15 ~ sees 
is available . With trigger repetition r a t e of 20 per second 
this circuit operates satisfactorily. 
c. Amplifier 
The amplifier, located between the receiving crystal 
and t he vertical plates of the scope, provides voltage am-
plification of the relatively weak signals occurring on the 
crystals sufficient to yield a properly dimensioned picture 
on the screen. Reference to Fig. ? reveals t hat the i nstru-
ment used is a video amplifier. Actually it is possible to 
use a good receiving set which has the added advantage that 
it can be tuned to cover a range of frequencies. Since the 
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present work utilizes onl y 2 me crystals the video amplifier 
is satis f actory in that it amplifies sufficiently a t t he sig-
nal frequency (2 me). 
All of the equipment wa s thoroughly grounded. The use 
of RG-59/u coaxi a l cable and standard fittings facilitated 
inter-equipment grounding. 
3. Keohanical equipment 
a . General description 
The overall arrangements of t he mechanical appar a t us 
for conduct ing t he sound veloc i ty measurement s can be visual-
i zed by exami ning t he photographs i n Figs. 8,9 and 12 and 
t he drawi ngs in Fi gs. 10,11 . 
The solutions are contained i n the long cylindrical 
glas s cell (T) {All letters used in this par agr aph refer to 
Fig . 10) fitted a t t he bottom with t h e transmitting crystal 
(W) and a t t he top with a large ground g l a ss joint (a t M). 
By means of t h i s joint the cell is firmly seated upwards 
into a l a r ge met a l chamber {G) which is anchored t o a 20 11 x 
20" x 54" angle iron frame (EE). Extending from this upper 
meta l chamber downward into t h e glass cell a re the receiving 
crystal mounting assembly {K,O,V), a t hermocouple well (V), 
and a stirrer (A,~). The crysta l mounting assembly is sus-
pended from two heavy levelling pl ates r esti ng upo n t he base 
pl ate {J) inside of the meta l chamber. Gears a t (L} opera ted 
by t he l a r ge crank at the top of the appar atus effec t the 
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ve r tical movement of the crystal mounting. The stirrer is 
actuated by t he soleno id (B) which i s i ntermittently ener-
g ized from a current interrupter. The upper chamber is cov-
ered on the top by a h eavy metal pl ate (F) through which ex -
tend the magnet ic stirrer, a refer ence needle {C) connected 
to the crystal mounting at (K) and manually operated crank 
(D) • 
Communicating with the measuring cell is a vacuum mani-
fold t hrough which ammonia and helium gas ca n be admitted. 
A precision c~thetometer (E) is mounted above the cover 
pl a te on t he upper part of the angle iron frame so that the 
travel of t he r eference needle can be measured. Finally , a 
l a r ge t hermostatti ng bath {CC) equipped with a stirrer (P) 
and filled with isopropyl alcoho l (BB) is positioned i nside 
t he angle iron frame below t h e cell where it ca n be r aised 
and lowered by a scisso rs automobi le jack (DD) . 
b . Detailed description 
Detai led descri ptions of selected components of t he 
general set-up described in t he foregoing i nclude the g l a s s 
cel l (I), t he crysta l mounting assembl y (K,O,V) and t he 
vacuum-tight lead-throughs such a s are found a t (H) and (D) . 
The g l ass cell {I), as described above is a 2" cylinder 
18" long terminating in a 60/50 s t a ndard t aper ground glass 
joint {inside t ype ) a t its upper end and i n a 50/30 ball 
joint (Corning cat. #6?60, · Pyrex) a t its lower end (R) . The 
cel l is held tightly in place in the tapered fitti ng of t he 
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metal tube a t (Z-Z) by a wooden collar (N) which, gripping the 
cell about the constricted place just below the ground glass 
joint, is pulled upward by bolts fastening into the metal 
framework. The i nside bottom of the cell contains a glass 
partition with a centrally located t• hole behind which the 
lower crysta l and holder are positioned. 
This crystal holder is i~entical in construction and 
dimensions to the one fitting into the glass tube at the end 
of the crystal mounting (V) to be described later. It is 
held in p l ace against the partition by a spring t h e opposite 
end of which rests against the i nside of the socket joint. 
This s pring , compressed when the socket is tightly positioned 
into place a round the ball joint (R) keeps the crystal holder 
tightly pressed agai nst the partition. The clamp (X) then 
h olds the ball and socket together. The socket joint is a 
part of a saxophone-shaped assembly (S) through which the 
electrical lead from the pulser to the sending crystal is 
passed. The top of this assembly clears the surface of the 
thermostatting liquid when t he ba th is r a ised a round t he cell. 
A rubber washer makes an ammonia and vacuum tight seal between 
the crystal holder and the glass partition. Silicone lubri-
cant mak es an isopropyl alcohol-tight sea l between the inner 
gr ound suffaces of the ball and socket. High vacuum stopcock 
grea se renders t h e metal-glass standard t apered joint at (M) 
vacuum tight. 
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The assembly previously referred to as the crystal mount-
ing (K,O,V) consists of a stainless steel tube, 1" diameter 
12" long extending . from (K) to (0), a set of levelling plates 
and screws (I) and a gla ss tubing shield (V) attached to the 
stainless steel tube at (0), containing within it the crystal 
and stainless steel crystal holder.(Fig. 11) The stainless 
steel tubing and glass shield move as a unit in a vertical . 
direction under the action of the gears at (L). The pointer 
(C) attached to the top of the stainless steel tubing at (K) 
moves with the latter. 
The levelling p l a tes and screws at (I), constructed of 
t " stainless steel plate are ess entia l to precision measure-
ments particula rly abosrption of sound measurements in which 
the crysta l faces must be exactly parallel. The upper level-
ling plate is an annular ring, 5t " OD, 3t •tD which is rigidly 
mounted to the steel base (J). Three 3/ 8 " cap screws mounted 
~n this ring 120° apart press down upon lower levelling plate 
through which passes the crystal mounting tube. In t h is 
lower 5" diameter plate are mounted three cap screws which 
rest their pointe on the base plate (J) and thus thrust the 
5• p l ate upward a gainst the three screws from the fixed ring 
pla te. Tilting of the lower plate and consequently of t h e 
crystal mounting tube is eff ected by the adjustment of these 
six screws. 
The stainless steel tubing passes up t h rough a closely 
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fitting guide cylinder which is attached to the lower levell-
ing plate. Reference to Section (Z-Z) of Fig. 10 shows a t 
(g) thi s guide cylinder with the sta i nless steel tubing fitt-
ing closely within it. (d) is a key attached to {g) which 
fits into a vertical keyway along (f) to prevent (f) from 
rotating. The upper 5" of the stainless steel tubing is 
threaded 16 threads per inch. A 36 toothed, lt" pitch dia-
meter gear threaded internally screws on over this t h readed 
upper end of the tubing and reate against the shoulder of the 
guide cylinder where it is held down by a plate screwed i nto 
place. A hole in this p l a te permits t he upward extension of 
the stainless steel tubing tha t is threaded t h rough t he g ear . 
This gear is actuated through a spur gear attached to t h e end 
of t he crank(D) at (L). The gears rotate when the crank is 
turned and cause vertical motion of the threaded tubing thus 
varying t he crystal-crystal distance in t he cell. 
The lower end of the stainless steel tubing (0) terruin-
ates in an assembly which contains the receiving crystal. A 
detailed drawing of this assembly is shown in Fig. 11 and a 
photograph of the same occurs in Fig. 12 • The assembly is 
][ 
made up of a glass sh ield (0) containing the crystal and 
metal crystal holder and accessory parts. The glass shield 
' 
is suspended from the end of the stainless•eel tubing from 
an intricately devised arrangement shown in detail at the top 
K Subsequent letters in this and t he neat severa l para-
graphs refer to the drawing in Fig. 11. 
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of Fig. 11. 
The g lass shield {0), a 6• pyrex tube flanged a t t h e top 
and closed by a flat bottom in which a t • hole has been 
drilled and thus presents the face of the crystal within. 
The glass shield has been resorted to a fter tests indicated 
the destructive catalytic effect of the stainless steel 
crystal holder upon meta l-ammonia solutions. The stainless 
steel parts {L) and (I) clamp around the flange of the glass 
shield soft rubber washers {J) and {K) cushioning the grasp, 
and are held together by three screws. These metal parts 
(L) and (I), with the glass shield (0) in their gr as p are 
suspended from the end of the stainless steel tubing (A) by 
an arrangement of set screws in ring{F). These set screws 
permit adjustment of the crystal face additional to that 
provided by the level ling plates previously described. 
The stainless steel crystal holder (U), enclosed by the 
glass shield (0), is constructed from a design worked out by 
Ho 1 to n ( ·36). His thorough discussion of the theoretica l 
and practica l aspects of mounting a peizoelectric quartz 
crystal for ultrasonic meas urements is significant for care-
ful experimental work. As can be seen in Fig . 11, the 
crystal (Y) is clamped r i gidly against the bottom edge of 
the holder by the force of a heavy spring{V). Such clamping 
affects the vibrating characteristi~of the crystal lea d-
ing to distorted wave fronts but does not seriously inter-
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fere with velocity measurements. The force of the spring is 
evenly distributed over the outer edge of the back face of 
the crystal by the lucite disc (X) and washer {Z). I n addi -
tion, this washer provides a liquid and vacuum tight seal 
and maintains the small free space between the disc and crys-
tal which is essential to proper crystal functioning. The 
spring pressure is varied by screwing up --or down on the back-
ing disc ( T) • 
Electrical connection to the back face of the gold 
plated quartz crystal is made through t he small s pring (W) 
attached to the end of the central pin (R) of the coax recep-
t acle ( Q) and to the front face through the direct contact of 
crysta l with the metal holder. The crystal, t inch diameter 
is completely gold plated on the front face and edges. The 
ba ck face ha s an isolated disc of plating extending to with-
in a 1/16 of an inch of the edge. Thus the crystal is 
effectively suspended between two electrodes, the front one 
grounded through the holder, the back one leading to the 
coaxial cable through the spring (W) and receptacle (Q). This 
l a tter electrical lead is continued through standard coaxial 
fittings and cable upwards through a hole in the brass piece 
(G) to a va cuum tight lead-through described below. 
The meta l crystal holder is positioned i nside the g lass 
shield as shown in Fig . 11. The amphenol 83-IR (s.c. S0- 239 ) 
receptacle (~), has been machined to fit into the recess of 
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t he brass colla r (S) seated on the metal crystal holder (U). 
A glass s pacer (P) that slips into this recess in (S) trans-
mits the force of a strong s pring (Y) to the metal crystal 
holder when the glass shield is secured i nto position against 
the plate (I) by the screws through (I) and (I). This force 
of this spring presses the crysta l holder against the bottom 
of the gla ss shield where a washer (Z) alleviates strains to 
the glass and provides a liquid and vacuum tight seal. The 
s pacer (P) is constructed of glass purposely to reduce heat 
leak from the metal parts to the crystal holder which is 
immersed in t h e ammonia solutions during measurements. 
The entire interior of the glas s shield is sealed va.cuum 
tight by the vacuum tight lead-through at (B) and t he washers 
a t (J) and (Z). This sealing was found necessary to prevent 
the condensation of ammonia in the interior of the crystal 
holder which resulted in tnterference with t he operati on of 
the crysta l. 
Finally a detailed description is presented of the very 
important vacuum-tight lea d-throughs. Coaxia l cable is con-
structed so tha t a constant capacitance is present be tween 
the centra l conductor and the surrounding shielding braid 
since abrupt changes in this capac itance would result in 
spurious signals in the case of high frequency tran smissions 
through t he cable. The lead-throughs are desi gned to provide 
such a constant capacitance path to the electr i cal signal 
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and at the same time to be vacuum-tight. Construction details 
of the lead-throughs are shown a t t he upper part of Fig. 11 , 
(B) through (E) and (G). The lead-through at (H) of Fig. 10 
is identical to this. 
A vacuum-tight fitting a t (D) of Fig. 10 is a brass 
t apered plug and socket which enables the crank to actuate 
the interior gears at (L) without air leakage into the cham-
ber . Heavy high-vacuum stopcock grease lubrica tes the polishT 
ed aurfaoee and s pringe maintain pressure to keep the socket 
sea t ed firmly over the plug during rota tion of the crank. 
Attention is directed to several minor details tha t 
p r ove essenti al to the maintainance of a good vacuum in the 
system. At (A) and (C) of Fig.lO, lengths of glass tubing 
sea led a t their upper ends aDe shown encasing the stirrer 
spring and iron core and pointer respectively. These glass 
tubes rest on short metal sleeves soldered into the cover 
pla te (F). Short lengths of rubber tubing are slipped over 
the metal and glass and wir ed to both t hus sealing the union 
vacuum tight. 
Thermocouple wires are led through the meta l cyl i nder 
wall j ust above the line (Z-Z) of Fig . 10 t h r ough a small 
hole which is t hen f i l led in with beeswax-rosin mixture to 
render t he whole vacuum-tight. All meta l to metal joints, 
such as that .between the cylinder ( G) and base pih.ate (J) of 
Fig . 10 are soldered to make them vacuum-tight. 
B. Analysis of the Chemicals Used in the Measurements 
Ammonia: Matheson Co. or Dupont; 99.9% pure; anhydrous. 
Sodium: C.P. Bakers Analyzed; stored under U.S.P. Mineral 
oil. 
Lithium: Metalloy Corporation, Minneapolis, Minn. 
Analysis g iven by supplier: 
Na o.oo5 % 
K 0.005 
Ca 0.02 
N 0.06 
Fe 0.001 
No t est for: 
Si,Kg,Cu 
Li - bal ance 
Calcium: Electro Metallurgical Division, Union Carbide and 
Carbon Corporation, New York . 
98% Calcium, balance mostly as calcium chloride. 
~uoted from supplier's letter: "Either gr a de of 
calcium metal would be very low in oxygen and 
nitrogen and be practically free of metallic im-
puri ti es . The only metallic impurity would prob-
ably be magnesium". 
Pot assium iodide: C.P. Bakers Analyzed 
Helium: U.S.P. Ohio Chemical and Surgical Equipment 
Company , Cleveland. 
"Freon-12•, CC12F2 : The Matheson Co.; 97% purity 
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c. Procedure followed in Sound Velocity Measurements 
t. I nt roduc tion 
While the procedure fo l low~d in obtaining the veloc i t y 
of sound in metal-ammonia solutions has been implied to a 
large extent in the foregoing description of the eqUipment, 
nevertheless many details of importance to precise work ca n 
best be presented by following the course of a t ypical run. 
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The i nitia l procedure in carrying out a velocity run 
i nvolve s prepara tion of the solution in t h e glass measuring 
cell. The met a l s ample is cut, weighed and transfer red and 
evacuated. Di st i lla tion of anhydrous ammonia into the gl a ss 
cel l proceeds upon r a ising a round t he l a tter t he t hermosta t-
ins bath fi l led with dry i ce-isopr opyl alcohol mixture. 
The principal opera tions of the a ctua l measurements 
include changing t he crystal-crysta l distanoe by operating 
t he crank , readi ng the reference needle positions with t he 
cathetometer, and positioning the s igna l tha t is viewed on 
the oscill oscope by adjusting the sett i ng of the decade re-
sistance box. Auxilliary operations i nclude adjusting t he 
temper a t ure i n the thermostatting ba th, observi ng t he t emp-
era ture in the oell by reading the K-2 pot entiomet er, and 
admi tting helium gas a s required to ma intain a t mospheric 
pressure above the solution in the cell. 
2. Pr eparation of the soluti ons 
Sodium and lithium metal samples a re prepared by punch-
ing out with a l a r ge cork borer cylinders of me t al from slabs 
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submerged under heavy mineral oil. The ends are cut off with 
a knife to complete the preparation of a shiny-surfaced cyli n-
der. This is given two or three dry petroleum ether wa shes 
and plunged i nto the petroleum ether filled weighing tube 
shown in Fig. 13. The cap is fitted to the tube after which 
the interior is evacuated, the petroleum ether being kept 
froJn entering the vacuum pump by a dry ice trap. The stop-
cook on the cap is closed and the sample-conta ining tube is 
weighed. 
Transfer of the sample to the measuring cel l, (T) of 
Fig. 10, requires deft manipulati on of the cell and weighing 
tube. First, air in the cell is displaced by r unning in 
through a tube that leads to the cell bottom a Freon gas from 
a Matheson cylinder. While the gas is streaming out the top 
the s ample of metal is dropped i nto the cell from the tube 
after admitting Freon through the stopcock. Care must be 
exercised to prevent the met a l sample from coming i nto con-
tact with the a ir of the room. The gas tube ·is withdrawn 
a nd the ground gl ass joint of the cell is sea ted firmly into 
the metal j oint as previously described. The Freon i s evac -
ua t ed immedia t ely . The small amount of surfa ce t arnish that 
invariably appears on the metal a s a result of this procedure 
of preparing and introducing it has been pragmatically 
accepted in vi ew of the difficulties connected with finding 
any alternative procedure for handling such l arge sized samp-
les. 
F/G. / 3 .,. AH•QNut w~~~,~~~ ~ ..... ~~,.,~ 
~. N.e~ - .SN7~ k/!J;I'~I'Ki&' ~8~ 
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Samples of calcium metal which is less readily oxidized 
by exposure to the a ir were sawed from a large block of the 
met a l, weighed, and put directly into the cell. In the pot-
assium bromi de measurements, the salt was introduced direct-
ly from a weighing bottle. 
From the l arge shipping cylinder ammonia is distilled 
into a medium sized cylinder containing sodium metal as an 
a ddi tiona l drying precaution. A small cylinder shown in Fig. 
13 is filled with ammonia by distillation from the sodium 
containing cylinder. This small cylinder is weighed, connec-
ted to the manifold (See Fig. 8) and emptied by yet another 
distilla tion into the evacuated glass measuring cell contain-
ing the metal sample. The small cylinder is weighed again 
and the amount of ammonia distilled into the cell is obtained 
from the difference in weight. The distilla tio n requires 
about an hour if the temperature of the dry ice-isopropyl 
alcohol bath around the cell is kept below -50°C. and the 
small metal cflinder is cautiously warmed with wa ter. The 
line pressure during the distillation, observed a t the man-
ometer in the manifold, is kept to a safe minimum eo as not 
to push apart the vacuum-tight joints in the equipment. The 
stirrer aius the solution process which is slow enough, 
especially with ca lcium. 
3. Manipulation of the apparatus 
Readying of the system for actual measur ements requires 
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adjustment of the temperature in the bath and of the pressure 
of the gases above the solution in the cell. Pulverized dry 
ice is manually added to the well stir red isopr opyl alcohol 
until the temperature, i ndicated by an ordinary -100 to 50°C. 
alcohol filled t hermometer, drops to about - 40°C . Since the 
bath is most likely to be at a temperature below -5o0 c., 
having previously been used to assist the condensation of 
ammonia into the cell, it is heated up to - 40° by an electri-
ca l knife heater. 
The temperature of the solution in the cell is accurate-
ly indicated by the type of K-2 potentiometer in conjunction 
with a Rubicon galvanometer (Cat. #3403 HH; 0.005~A/mm) out-
fitted with lamp and scale. Gathering of data from the 
cathetometer and electronic equipment at any given tempera-
ture is commenced when the galvanometer scale reading becomes 
stationary indicating the onset of a steady state within the 
solution with respect to heat leaks. This steady state with 
good fortune will persist long enough for collection of a ll 
the data pertinent to a group of measurements at any one 
tempera ture, though at other times the addition of small 
quantities of dry ice to the bath is required to keep the 
temperature constant. At beet, this r ather crude manual 
temperature regulation can be claimed to give a constancy of 
about~ O.l°C. Lower temperatures are reached by adding large 
quantities of dry ice after which the steady state is a llowed 
to set in. 
... ;- - - ' 
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Before readings i n connection with gathering data can 
c ommence the condition of the solution i nside t he measuring 
cell must be examined. Complete dissolution of the sample 
is indicated by the character of the dat a over widely spaced 
intervals of time. 
Due to an unfortunate construction design, the concave 
r eg ion presented to the solution by the crysta l r ecessed in 
the gl a s s shiel d entraps ammonia vapor a pparent ly either dur-
ing the filling process or else subsequently due to heat leak 
down the crysta l mount VThich vaporizes ammonia at the crysta l 
face. In any event the r esulting bubble of vapor which is 
extremely difficult to remove completely blocks the signal 
advancing from the transmitting crysta l from reaching t he 
receiving crystal. This reflectivity of a liqui d vapor i nt e~ 
f ace may seem surprising but is supported by t heoreti cal con-
K 
siderations. 
J[ 
For a plane wave normally incident upon li quid- gas 
inter face , acoustical t h eory gives two relationships 
between the amplitudes of the resulting waves: 
A,-+ Aa. ==-A3 
;o~ c, (A,-Az.) = A3 /&.t C.J.. . 
where A1 • amplitude of wave travelli ng t h rough liquid and i ncident upon the i nt erface. 
A2 • amplitude of wa.ve reflected at the interface back i n t he liquid. 
A3 : amplitude of wave transmitted t hrough the gas across the i nt erface . 
A pr actical solution to t his bubble forme tion problem 
wa s suggested to the author by Dr. L. V. Coulter. His suggest-
tion was to admit to the cell a quantity of pure helium gas 
sufficient to bui ld up the total gas pressure, ammonia. plus 
helium, t o one a t mosphere . The effect of this oper a tion is 
to compr ess the vapor bubble to such a small size that the 
crystal face becomes unblocked. In practice the electronic 
equipment i s put into opera tion . A weak signal is generally 
indicative of the presence of the interferi ng vapor bubble. 
The helium pressure is then i ncreased until a strong signa l 
indicates the collapse of the i nterfering bubble. 
(J : density of liquid or gas 
n ~ Telooity ot aound waTe in the designated medium 
The productJ"'e is t ermed the charact eristic impedence. 
Combination of these two expressions gives: 
6 :: rl;, - I "'~ • re. 1"..l1 • ~~s C!3 u 
A , r ..t, + 1 /"'.t ,·._ .. ,·d c. .t ,,..;d 
g ,·,. ee. /'~ e~ << l'..t .e..t ' r"e" '):! << I 
A.,.d A, ~ -A 1 ~ 
or the refl ec t ed wave amplitude is close t o t hat of 
the incident wave i n the liquid. Consequently, fro m 
t he first relationship g iven, A ~ 0, meaning the 
transmitted wave amplitude is nMgligible. Thus, 
complete reflection occurs at the liquid-gas i nter-
face. (See t he di scussion in chapter 6 of Kinsler 
and FreyJ Fundamenta ls of Aeoustics, Wiley, N.Y. 
1950 ). \46 
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When t emperature control and signal quality are satis-
factory t he measur ements are commenced. The third or fourth 
crest appearing in t he damped sine wave appearing on the 
screen is brought i nto coincidence with a fixed referenc e 
line on the screen by adjusting the setting of t he decade 
resi stance box. This setting is recorded. The ca thetome ter 
is focused on the illuminated reference needle and t he scale 
r eading is tabulat ed. The crank at the top of the equipment 
is rotated several turns until the sonic path length i n the 
solution has been changed by about 20 mm. Tbe new posi tion 
of t he needle is determined by the ca t hetomet er a nd recorded. 
The res istance box dials are turned to bring the signal back 
to its i nitial pos i tion on the screen, specia l eare bei ng 
exercised to have the same numbered crest of the wave i n 
coincidence with the reference line . The final dial setting 
is recorded to complete the measurement. This procedure is 
repeat ed four to eight times at each t emperature so that a 
reasonabl e mean value of t h e veloci ty can be calcul a t ed. 
The calibr ation of the decade r esis tance box is checked 
a t each t emper ature level followi ng t he set of ve locity meas-
urements i n this manner. The eye is fixed on one of the 
earlier crests of t he wave form whi ch coincides with the 
fixed reference line on the screen. The wave p i cture is then 
moved 5 wave lengths , i.e., 4 crests are made to pas s across 
the reference line until the first exactly coincides with the 
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line, by turning the dials on t he resistance box, the final 
and initial settings of which are recorded. The calibration 
factor, number of ohms per wave length is then calculated. 
Discussions relating to the calculation of velocity 
from the data will show that the calibration factor is to be 
combined with the quantity ff , the period, in microseconds, 
of a single osoilla·tion of the crystal. In the meet precise 
work this period for the clamped crystal should be determined 
frequently. Actually, since the sources of errpr in this 
work are such that the experimental accuracy is no better 
then about 2%, the refinement of crystal frequency calibr a -
tion was dispensed with. One actual calibration using a 
thermoata tted reference crystal in conjunction with the 
standard frequency signal from the Central Radio Propagation 
Laboratory, National Bureau of Standards, Washington , D.c. 
( Ca.ll letters WWV) (page 473, reference 83) showed the clamp-
ed crystal to have a frequency of 2.02 mo. Subsequent to 
thi s check the sinusoidal signal of the crystal was occasion-
ally compared to the 2 mo. calibr a ting sine wave ava ilable 
in the P4-E oscilloscope. Such checks did not indica~e any 
noticeable differ ence in the t wo, so on this rather unsa tis-
factory basis an ass ignment of 2 me. for the crystal fre-
quency was made for the purposes of calculations. 
V. PRESENTATION OF THE DATA 
Typi cal entries made in a data page during the course of 
a velocity measurement appear in the nest several pages, 
adapted for presentation here from the original research note 
book . Temperature data i n the form of potentiometer readings 
a re recorded a t intervals during measurements at any one 
temperature level. The reference junction of the copper-
constantan thermocouple is immersed in:a dewar filled with 
cracked ice and distilled water. The calibra tion of the 
thermocouple showed it to be in essential agreement with the 
handbook table. (81) 
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TABLE I 
ORIGINAL DATA FROM RESEARCH NOTEBOOK 
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.;J;£? ~-L·:~N'.r J -19 : Det ermina t ion o1' the Velocit y of oound 
in :_ce tone . 
l~terial: Acetone , C. P . 
A . Cel ibt ation or the decade re s i stanc e box . 
Ho . of we.ve-
l enc;t h s 
0 
5 
9 
12 
16 
5 
8 
R. 
Ohms 
2000 
3080 
4000 
4680 
554 0 
3090 
3?60 
'l' 
0 c. 
24. 6 
Av e .T . 24 .1 
± 0 . 5 
R . >-.. 
Ohms OhmB/wvl e:;th. 
1080 
2000 
2680 
3540 
1 09 0 
1?60 
.H 
Ohms 
12, 000 
8 300 
3?00 
' 8300 
4820 
-3480 
15090 
4820 
102?0 
216 
222 
}.!23 
221 
218 
~20 
220 n1ean 
Ce t hetometer 
mm. 
86 . 940 
?? .10? 
9,833 
'7? . 10? 
6? , 853 
9.254 
95 , 215 
6? , 853 
2? , 362 
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.l!iXP . ...P.ltl.'IJIJN'l' ti- 2? : l'eterrnination or the Ve1oc1 t y of oound 
.f'a teria1: Ammonia, anhydr ous , 
'.l' i me Potentiometer R Cathetometer 
,.,. v. ohms mm. 
4 : 30 pm 1943 4800 32 , 5?8 
1Y~6 8 r540 21 , 110 
2'46'0 11, 468 
4 :40 1933 4840 32.794 
1932 2340 21 , 110 
2500 11, 684 
4 : 45 1932 4840 30, 554 
1925 1750 16 , 21 ? 
3090 14, 33? 
5 : 20 191 4 1750 16 , 217 
1909 4 600 29 , 320 
28'50 13 ,103 
5 : 25 1905 4600 2 9 , 320 
1901 2110!-.! 17, 824 
2'4'90 11 , 496 
Calibr ation: 
3 wa velengths 21 1 0 }\ • 200 ohms/wvl, 
2710 
""""6'00 
5 2110 "J\ • 960 ohms/wv1 . 
3110 
TOOo 
4 2110 )\c 2 00 ohmB/wvl , 
2910 
""""860 
Ave . )\. .. 200 ohms/wv1 , 
6 : 20 pm 1948 6 090 39 , 992 
1940 2220 21 . 921 
3870 18 . 071 
1931 2220 21 , 9 21 
1928 6450 41 , 457 
4230 19 , 536 
r/ : 10 237 5 
6o 
J:!jxperiment ~-27 (Con t inued ) . 
Ave . 
1934:! 9 
7 :10 pm 2375 20 00 23, 091 
2369 4850 36 , 705 
285'0 13.614 
7 :15 2369. 4850 36, ?05 
2366 1870 22 , 084 
2980 14. 621 
7:18 2366 18 70 22 , 084 
2362 0720 16 . 716 
li'50 .2.&.368 
7 :25 2 367 0720 16 .716 
2367 5190 38 . 339 
4470 21 , 623 
7: 30 2367 5190 38, 327 
2366 2530 25 , 339 
2'6'66' 12 . 988 
7:35 2363 2530 2 5 ,315 
2360 5160 38 , Q53 
2630 12.?38 
Ave . 
2365.! 9 
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)l;.JCPERI Jtn!JN'l' b- 29 : Determination o!' the Velocity or ~ound 
in t:odium-ammonie.. Solut ion . 
Vi eight or cylinder& azn.moP.ia: 1016 . 40 g 
II II cy1iftder 912.82 
It II amttlonia: 103.58 
Weieht o:t' bulb & s od ium: tare + 4.8391 g 
" 
II bulb tare + 4 . 4037 
" " 
a odium: z0 .4354 
Buoyancy corr . (Vo l . 0 , 38 co . ) : 0 . 0005 
Weight · of a odium(correoted) : 0 .4359 
Time Potentiometer R 
p. v ohms Cathetometer 
mm. 
9 :50 pm 1652 5160 30 . 108 
1651 2260 17,082 
290'0 13 . 026 
10:00 1650 2260 17 . 082 
1652 6900 37 , 960 
4640 20, 878 
10 :10 1653 3070 20 . 356 
1653 7170 38, 825 
4100 18 . 469 
10:30 1656 7~70 38, 825 
1655 3090 20 . 315 
'4080 18 , 510 
10 : 35 1655 3260 21 . 689 
1655 lli..Q 40 . 539 
4180 18 . 850 
Ave. 
1653 .1 3 
11: 30 2431 6560 4 0 . 448 
2428 2670 21 , 634 
'3'890 18 . 814 
11:40 2425 6670 41.681 
2427 2650 22. 170 
4'020 19.511 
11:45 242'7 2670 22.813 
2427 5'750 37. 839 
3080 15. 026 
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..!!.ixper iment b - 29 (Continued) 
11: 48 2427 5720 37.599 
2426 1910 19 .141 
38iO 18 . 458 
Ave . 
2427~ 2 
ba.mple bul b bro.ken; blue solut ion obser v ed in cell . 
2 : 50 am 2180 8700 41 . 668 
2178 3 540 17 . 540 
"'SI'60 24 . 1 28 
2 : ~o 2177 3600 17 . 540 
2176 7120 34 . 067 
352'0 1 6 . 527 
3 : 00 2175 8520 40 . 640 
2173 2700 1 3 . 252 
5820 27 . 388 
Ave . 
21 77 .l 4 
1791 9270 43 .279 
1789 3770 18 . 260 
56'0'0 25 . 019 
178 2 3'77 0 18 . 260 
1 778 8 740 40 . 768 
4'970 22 . 508 
1779 62 70 29.68 5 
3620 l 7! 720 
265'0 11. 965 
~ :35 1780 3 62 0 17 . 731 
6800 32 . 037 
3i80 14 . 306 
1776 6400 30. 066 
1?72 2 o50 1 3 . 551 
3'750 1 6 . 81 5 
3 :50 1796 6800 33 . 353 
1 796 1 440 
5360 
80~ 24. 3 
4: 00 1790 6090 29 . 394 
1789 3090 15 . 748 
3000 1 3 . 646 
Ave . 
1787 ~ 9 
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lllxper iment ~-29 {Continued) 
4:30 1261 25?0 11.850 
1260 8040 35 . 256 
5470 23.406 
1258 8040 35.256 
3550 15.983 
-4499 19.273 
4:35 1254 3550 15 . 983 
9080 39. 601 
5"530 23. 618 
Ave . 
1257.! 3 
4:50 1279 9080 40.915 
127? 4040 19.286 
5040 21.629 
4 :55 1275 4040 19.286 
8 330 37. 606 
4290 18 . 320 
1279 8440 38.230 
37?0 18.266 
4'67'0 19.964 
1279 37?0 18 . 2 66 
(1860 35!824 
4090 17 . 558 
5 : 00 1279 7860 35 . 824 
2160 11. 213 
5700 24 . 511 
Ave. 
12?8. 1 
6 : 00 2469 & 24?8 Readings re jected 
6 : 05 2512 6060 33.234 
2513 2000 13 . 441 
40'6'0 19.?93 
6 :10 2513 1150 9 . 35? 
2519 6000 32 . 694 
4850 23. 33? 
2528 6000 32.694 
2528 2620 16 . 436 
3'3'80 15. 258 
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l!iXP..I!:RD .ti!lN'.l' ::N .. 2 0 : Deter mina t i on of t h e Veloc1 ty of tiound 
in \'la ter • 
. M.e t e r ie.l: Wa ter, d istilled . 
Time P otent i omet er 
JA. v . 
6 : 30 am 973 
7: 00 974 
Ave . 
974S. 1 
R 
Ohms 
10000 
1950 
8050 
1?90 
9100 
7310 
9100 
1120 
798'0 
Ca thetometer 
mm. 
34 . 96 0 
5 . 2 50 
29 . '706 
4 . 573 
3 1 . 644 
27 . 071 
31 . 596 
2.262 
29.334 
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£XY~D3:~T N-21: Determination of the Velocity of tiound 
in Ca1cium-nmmonie ~elution . 
\~ eic;ht o:t· cylinder and ammonia: 
11 11 cylinder: 
" " ammonia.: 
·weight of bulb and ca lcium: 
II II bUlb! 
" " oa 1c 1t.un: 
903 . 20 5 
769.30 
133. 90 
Buoyancy corr . (Vol. of bulb 
Corrected weight of' ca l cium: 
1.llcc . ): 
6 . 2476 
5.9015 
0 . 3461 
0.0013 
0 . 3474 
Pure ammonia. 
Time Potentiometer 
3:30 pm 
3:35 
3 :36 
3:43 
4:13 
5 :10 
5 :18 
5:23 
P. V 
--
1913 
1921 
1923 
1922 
1921 
1920 
1 915 
Ave. 
1918 ~ 5 
2430 
2431 
2441 
2446 
2444 
R 
ohms 
1200 
7020 
5820 
7 020 
1670 
5350 
16?0 
6840 
5170 
7730 
2360 
'5"3"7'0 
2230 
6990 
476'0 
5990 
1090 
WoO 
0900 
6590 
5690 
18?0 
6910 
5o4o 
-
' 
Cathetometer 
nnn. 
7.78? 
34 , 513 
26 . ?26 
34 . 473 
9 . 8?4 
24 . 599 
9 . 704 
33 , 467 
23 , 763 
3 rJ , 524 
12 , ?08 
24 , 816 
11.470 
33 , 348 
21.8?8 
32 , 98 0 
9 , irl64 
23 . 8 16 
8 , 952 
36 , 802 
27 , 850 
24.586 
~xperiment N- 21 (Cont i~ued} 
5 : 32 2444 
Ave . 
2440 .! 6 
0890 
5720 
4830 
9 .40 1 
33 . 051 
23 . 570 
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Calcium-ammon i a solution . oample bulb broken ; b~ue s o lution 
observed . 
6: 24 
6:35 
2372 
2362 
Ave .. 
2367.! 5 
7990 36 . 974 
3150 1 3 . 823 
4'8'40 23 .151 
3 150 13.8 07 
7420 24 . 121 
4270 20 . 314 
~XPERI!WJNT N- 29 : Deterraination of the Velocity of ~ound 
in ~odium-ammonia tiol ution . 
Weight of cyl inder & ammon ia : 
" 
11 cylinder: 
" " ammonia: 
'.Ieight of bulb and sodi um: 
.. " bulb: 
11 
" sodium: 
Corr . (Buoyancy f'or 1. 53cc.): 
Corrected wei ght ot sodi um: 
Pur e e.mmonia . 
Ti me Potentiometer 
}J. V 
::>ta.ndard cell 
Ev.itch on 
pot . set a.t 
1 . 01908 v. 
7 :15pm 1836 
1848 
7 : 20 1839 
182 0 
7 : 30 1830 
16: 45 
1830 
Ave . 
1830:i 10 
::>t . cell ew. 
at 1. 018?4 v. 
1930 
1936 
1936 
R 
ohmS 
63 00 
0500 
5'8oO 
0500 
6330 
5"830 
6310 
0'730 
5580 
6320 
0230 
6"090 
6250 
0290 
5960 
1027 . 83 g 
944 . 07 
83 . 76 
'J.'a r e + 4 . 9854 g 
'l'a r e + 4 . 08?3 
0 . 8981 
0 . 0018 
0 . 8999 
Cathetometer 
mm. 
31.?96 
051335 
26 . 4 61 
5 , 335 
31,915 
26 . 580 
31, 892 
6 . 37? 
25 . 515 
32 .10 2 
4 . 045 
28 . 05? 
32.102 
4 , 582 
2'7 . 520 
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.llixperiment N-29: (Comtinued) . 
1 936 5?40 29 . 449 
0330 4 . 582 
57fiU' 24 , 8 6? 
1936 5650 29. 449 
0210 4 . 300 
5446" 25 . 149 
Ave . 
1936.:1. 1 
11:58 2329 5610 30 . 566 
2316 0 140 4 , 353 
5470 26 . 21 3 
12:05 am 2316 5610 3 0 . 537 
2316 0720 7 . 074 
4a9o 23.463 
12 . 08 2300 6300 33. ? 6 1 
0730 7 . 074 
55?0 26 . 68? 
12 : 12 2309 6300 3 3 . 728 
0 190 4 . 556 
6llo 29 . 172 
Ave . 
2308 .! 8 
2:20 2602 5210 32 . 686 
2603 0 100 7. 390 
5'iOO 25 . 296 
2:2? 2603 5260 32 . 850 
0290 8 . 315 
49?0 24 . 535 
2:30 2602 4620 23. 687 
0290 8 . 315 
me 21. 3?2 
Ave , 
2603.:l 1 
Oalcium- arnmonie solution. oample bul b broken; blue s olution . 
3: 1 5 2568 53 1 0 30 , 263 
2568 9 2? 0 
5'54'0 
6 . 271 
23 . 992 
-
69 
.wxperiment N- 29 lContinued ) 
2ti64 4540 26 . 684 
0240 6 . 271 
4300 20. 41 3 
4 540 26 . 684 
0070 o . 403 
44'70 21. 281 
2564 5210 29 . ? 79 
00?0 5 . 403 
51:40 24. 3'76 
3:20 2560 
Ave . 
2564~ 4 
4:45 1939 :3490 1? . 398 
0000 1 . 81? 
3490 1 5 . 581 
1942 5390 25 . 949 
0440 3 , 905 
4'§"50 22 . 044 
4:53 1938 5400 25 . 949 
1938 1980 10 . 641 
'3420 15 . 308 
Ave . 
1940 ! 2 
70 
.1:!XP ..!lR n.1 ";}.f'£ D- 4 : Determination or the Ve locity of c ound 
in Liquid .Ammonia . 
Material : Awmon ia. , anhydrous . 
'l' ime .Potentiometer H Cathetometer 
JA,V ohms mm. 
8 : 00 am 1320 5060 22 . 925 
1318 1360 6 . 897 
3700 1 6 . 028 
5220 23 . 457 
0890 4 . ti24 
43'30 18 . 633 
ts :l2 l 3lb 5400 24 . 304 
1320 0890 4.824 
45T6 19 . 480 
8 : 25 1328 5400 23 . 348 
1620 7.090 
3780 1 6 . 258 
1325 6 160 27 . 0 53 
1325 0920 4 . 334 
5240 22 . 719 
8:45 1318 5200 22 . 762 
1318 0930 4 ! 334 
mo 18 . 428 
1318 5200 22 . 762 
0940 4 . 403 
4260 18 . 359 
5830 25 . 579 
~ 4 . 403 
4890 21 . 1?6 
Ave . 
1320 4 6 
9 : 1 5 1599 o420 24 . 848 
1320 6 . 731 
4'1'00 f a .117 
9 : 20 1598 5840 26 . 749 
1320 6 . 731 
4525 20 . 0 18 
71 
l!..xperiment D-4 l Cont inued ) 
1 598 5t360 26 . 746 
1 596 1230 6 , 10? 
46 2 0 20 . 642 
9 : 30 1600 b480 25 .196 
1 080 5 . ? 60 
4486' 19 . 436 
1 600 4840 22 . 4 '79 
1080 5 . '1 60 
'376'0 16 . 719 
9 : 38 1602 4550 21.04? 
1580 7 , 91 6 
2976' 1 3 .131 
Av e . 
1 598 j. 4 
.I:!.:XP .. J.H lll '11 1' M- 1: Determination of the Ve1 oci ty of o ound 
in Liquid !~onia . 
1.iat eria 1: Ammonia , anhydr ous . 
'l'ime Potentiometer R Cathetometer 
j.J.V ohms mm. 
10 : 00 pm 1662 0000 51 . 995 
6280 23 . 896 
'6'28'0 28 , 099 
1660 6310 51 , 974 
1 ti60 1350 29 , 932 
4960 22 . 042 
1660 4080 42 ,150 
1360 29 , 930 
27'2o' 12 . 218 
1660 4070 42 . 150 
1660 0000 23 . 992 
4070 18 . 158 
Ave. 
1 660 .!:. 2 
11:10 2342 3400 36 . 612 
2344 1260 26 . 512 
2140 10 . 100 
2347 4380 41 . 323 
ilB60 26 , 512 
3 120 14 , 811 
4380 41 , 323 
10?0 25 . 610 
'33f'O 1 5 . ?13 
2345 5320 45 , 311 
1820 28 . 568 
3500 16 . ?43 
Av e . 
2344.!. 3 
72 
73 
.t:.X::.~ RilJU~ 'l' U-14 : Deter mine.tion of the Velocity of t)ound 
i n Pot ass ium I odide-nmmonia Sol ution . 
\I e ight of cyl inder and ammonia : 
" " cy linder: 
" 
11 ammonia : 
.eight of weighi ng bottle and KI : 
" " weigh ing bottle: 
II .. .KI : 
Time Potentiometer R 
p. v ohms 
10 : 45 pm. 1609 4420 
1605 0340 
40'8'0 
11:08 160? 0380 
160? 4900 
452'0 
11:25 1609 4 150 
11 : 35 1604 
11:40 1600 
1603 
12 : 00 11 1600 
l.ve . 
1604 ! 6 
0650 
3'5'00 
4150 
0080 
40? 0 
0080 
4500 
4420 
4500 
0100 
4400 
3940 
0100 
3'8'40 
4?00 
0130 
4570 
1100 
50?0 
39?0 
86? . 0 g 
??0,5 
96 . 5 
38 , 6128 g 
P l . 3113 
21 . 3015 
Cathet ometer 
nnn. 
4? . 0? 3 
29 . 6?3 
1? . 400 
29 . 6?3 
48 . ? 61 
19 . 088 
45 . 907 
30 , 908 
14 . 999 
4 5 , 907 
28 . 500 
1? , 40? 
28 , 47 0 
4? . 508 
19 , 038 
4? , 598 
28 . 480 
19 . 028 
45 , 048 
28 , 480 
16 . 568 
45 , 048 
25 , 325 
19 , ? 23 
46 , 718 
29 . 5? lB 
1? . 143 
74 
..:!:xperi}'I.P.nt r -14 : lContinued) 
2 :1C am . 2052 
Calibration of decade r esistance box: A 
no . of wave- }{ ohnlS/wavelength 
lengt hs . ohms 
b 1090 
0080 
1 010 202 
6 585.0 
4600 
1250 208 
5 5640 
4610 
1030 206 
5 55?0 
4550 
1 020 204 
5 55? 0 
4550 
1020 2 04 
J..v e . 266 
'r i me . Pot ent i ometer R Cathetometer 
p. v ohms mrn . 
3 : 1 0 am 2060 4000 45 . 102 
0530 29 . 383 
34'?0 1'5 . ? 19 
2064 4010 45 . 102 
0190 2? ! 8 10 
382 0 1? . 292 
3 :25 2064 4090 45 . 31? 
0200 2? . 8 10 
2§'9'0 17 . 507 
4 110 45 . 284 
0930 31.13(1 
3 180 l 4 .15G 
3 : 40 2060 4 590 4'7 . 51 3 
0980 31.130 
:36 10 16 . 383 
~~~erimen~ ~-14 (Continued} 
Ave . 
2064.:1. 4 
4bbU 
0550 
4500 
4 : 20 2b4? 2?50 
5:;; 
37~~tf 204. 
Tl.t.<Yl' :J: ; ::Succeeding dece.de resistanc e box 
calibrations will be indicated i n a 
manner s imilar ~o this used here . 
·rhe figure 5 stands for t h e number 
or wavelengths , the next fi gure re-
pr esents .A .K , and the l ast :t'igure is 
A in ohms/wavelength. 
4 : 35 2b56 2750 
0090 
2 660 
2b58 3470 
0090 
3380 
2564 34?0 
0?60 
2?10 
4:55 2564 07~0 
6550 
3'555' 
2bti4 3?50 
Q2QQ. 
:5150 
5 : 0b 2bo4 ~?50 
0'160 
2990 
Ave . 
2ooo.i 4 
4 '1. b13 
29 . 47? 
18 . 036 
41.1~0 
28 . 500 
12 , 680 
28 . :>0 0 
44 . 373 
15 . 8?3 
44 . 373 
31 . 632 
12 . 741 
31. 625 
4e . 2?2 
16 . 647 
45 . b7 'l 
30 . 99? 
14 . 880 
45 . 8? '7 
31. 806 
14 . 0?1 
75 
.!ixperiment JJ.- 14 tOontinuedJ 
.!:.a.di t io"'la l a"'1!llon i a a ctded to K.!-~!!IID.oniR 
Veight o:t' cylinder & ammonia : 
" " cylinder : 
•• 
11 a zmnon ia: 
eolu'tion i n cell. 
99f> . b g 
908 . 0 
ts? . b 
-Previous weigh't of· armnonia in cell : 
'l·o t nl weigh'& or ammonia now in c ell : 
9b . O 
l ts4.o 
5: 0 0 pm. 
5 : 20 
6:00 
6:25 
l ti96 
1691 
l o93 
1696 
11700 
1696 
1696 
1696 
5 3190 
21 ?Ott 
1020 204~1 
5040 
2 1?0 
28?0 
5040 
0440 
4600 
6320 
1720 
'4'6UO 
6310 
2040 
427 0 
6850 
2040 
4'8lo 
?OtsO 
2800 
4'280 
11070 
5220 
5850 
111!>60 
o8oo 
bl9 o 
5820 
0?40 
5980 
49 . 193 
36 ' 66.J. 
12 . 532 
49 . 193 
28 . 994 
20 .. 199 
54 . 68? 
34 . 266 
20 . 4 21 
54.6ts7 
35 . ts~ 
18 . 806 
5? . 060 
3b. 881 
21 . 179 
58 . o54 
39 . 78? 
18. 86? 
?o . 045 
50 . 148 
25 . 89? 
?o . o4o 
53 . 31? 
22 . '128 
53 . 31? 
3 l. Ovl 
22 . ~lo 
76 
77 
_~.;;xper i ment. H-14 (Continued ) 
?36U 60 . 228 
0'740 31.001 
Ave . '6620 29 . 22? 
1696..1. 5 
e: 40 
21?0 bb90 o6 . :c:c2 
21?6 0260 30 . ~4'!. ~ 25 . 9?5 
5ts90 56 . 222 
1 490 35 ., 958 
4400 20 . 2f54 
9160 ?1 . 294 
14':}0 05 , 956 
76?0 35 , ;):~6 
~nn~ 91'70 ? 1. 2~4 
0960 33 . 44e 
e21 0 37 . 846 
9000 ?0.491 
0960 33 . 448 
864'0 3? . Ot!3 
9000 ?0. 491 
1140 34 . 261 
?860 36 . 230 
9 :10 :C178 1140 
5rr 
216~ 
102 ' 20tti 
Ave. 
21? 7.! 1 
9:55 2480 
10 :1b 2539 9 1 5 0 73 . 644 
1'140 38 . 1?6 
?410 35 . 468 
9 1 60 ?0. 644 
1070 35 . 007 
8090 38 ., 63'7 
9350 ?4 . 4;)8 
1080 36. 00'7 
82?0 39 . 431 
;xper imen't ll-14 tContinuedJ 78 
1 0 : 25 2o4~ 9~40 74 . 438 
1 380 36 , 5<JO 
?960 37 . 848 
1 10 : 30 2!:>44 tH?O ots. 903 
1380 ~6 . 090 
6790 32 . 313 
8 170 
.-if 9190ff · J.: D 1020 ;co41' 
8 170 6CS ,90~ 
2390 41 . 342 
5780 2?.!:>61 
2390 41. ~42 
00?0 30 , 2!:>6 
2320 11.086 
0060 
5Tf 1080 1020ff 204If 
Ave . 
2b42 .! 3 
. . 
79 
.c.X .. .' '.U{l ! ~:.N'J.' M- 16 : Determina-cion or 'th e v·eloci ty or uound 
in :::i odi um- ?->Jtrnonia uolution • 
. Ieight or cylinder & annnonia. : 
" " cylinder : 
11 
" ammonia: 
.t ei~1ht o11f tube & sodium: 
"T tube : 
•i " sodium: 
So'di ura- a mmonia solution. 
Ti me Potent i ometer R 
To.re + 
Tare + 
p. v ohms 
4 :45 am 1482 532 0 
1020 
4300 
148 4 1020 
5200 
41 80 
5200 
0800 
4400 
7090 
0810 
6280 
7090 
1 220 
5870 
1484 8380 
1 220 
7160 
8340 
1028 . !:> g 
Y~9 , 0 
ts9 . b 
'{ 
~~·.~~~i g 
6 . 7453 
Cathetometer 
mm. 
42 . 036 
26 . 291 
15.745 
41. 556 
26 . 291 
15. 265 
41 . 5!56 
·~ 5 . 520 
1 6 . o:56 
48 . 435 
25 . 520 
22 . 915 
48 . 435 
27 . 040 
21 . 040 
53 . 1 00 
2? ! 040 
26.060 
~=; -·~ 
....,.,_ .. 
~·-1 020iT 2047 ... 
5 :15 
5 : 20 
Ave ,. 
1484.! 2 
1555 
1 555 8330 
2520 
58i'O 
53 . 10 5 
31. 791 
21. 3l 4 
. ' 
80 
.xp<:>rinent : .- 16 (Continaed) 
9620 57 . 850 
2520 31 . 791 
'7'i'OO 26 . 059 
9590 57 . 850 
2280 31, 053 
7310 26 . 797 
5 : 30 1 555 8090 52 . 324 
2280 31 , 053 
5810 21 . 271 
8090 52 . 324 
2290 31! 042 
5800 21 . 282 
5 :35 5934 
'L 6954, .... 5tf 1020U 204tT 
Ave. 
1555 .:! 1 
6 : 30 1620 
1625 5220 42 . :t23 
0920 26 . 3 10 
4360 1 5 . 8 1 3 
60?0 45 .199 
0920 26 1310 
51 50 18 . 889 
1 636 6070 45 . 199 
1110 27 . 071 
4§6o 18 . 128 
6 : 40 1636 ? 8 10 51. 525 
1110 2?1 0?1 
6?00 24 . 454 
1 636 ?8 10 51.525 
0680 25 . 415 
?130 26 . 110 
9?00 58 , 6 13 
0680 25 . 415 
9020 3 3 . 198 
Ave . 
1628.4. 8 
.:;:xper~ment : .I-16 (Continued) 
7:25 1566 
7:30 1571 
8800 56 . 232 
3010 34. 992 
5790 21. 240 
7 : 35 1571 8570 55 , 374 
3010 34 , 992 
5560 20 . 382 
8570 55 , 3?4 
3540 36 ,8~ 
5'530 18 . 541 
7:40 1571 8 190 53 , 869 
3540 36 , 833 
'4'655' 17.036 
Ave . 
1569..!. 3 
Di l uted sodium- ammonia sol ution in c ell by eddition of 
more e.1mnonia : 
"7eight of cylinder a nd ammonia : 
11 11 cylinder: 
n 11 ammonia : (added) 
? revioua weight of NH3 in cell : Totel ·Neight of l'lR3 now in cell: 
898 .5 g 
80? . 0 
91. 5 
89 . 5 
181. 0 
81 
Time :..::~otentiometer 
p. v 
R 
ohms 
Cathetorn.ete r 
4: 05 pm. 132? 
!"334 
1334 
8790 
3700 
5090 
11110 
3?10 
7400 
111(10 
5380 
5730 
5380 
2'520 
2860 
9230 
2520 
6710 
mm. 
60 . 343 
40 . 504 
19 . 839 
69 . 360 
40 . 504 
28 . 856 
69 . 360 
46 . 850 
22 . 550 
46 , 850 
35 . 786 
11. 054 
61 . 803 
35 . ?86, 
26 . 017 
... 
82 
..i:xperiment U- 16 (Continued) 
9230 
. ,
5rT 
10250 .. 
1020if 204-J 
4 : 20 1335 9240 61.803 
5000 45 . 288 
4240 1 6 , 51 5 
5000 45 , 288 
1940 33 . 294 
3060 11 . 994 
78 30 56 . 2?3 
19 40 33 . 294 
58§'0 22 , 9 ?9 
.Ave. 
1 334.:l 1 
4 : 55 1540 7630 56 , 255 
1 537 18 50 33 , 408 
5780 22 . 847 
8215 58 . 625 
1850 33 , 408 
6365 25 . 21? 
3325 58 . 625 
8220 39 , 20? 
4895 19.418 
5:05 1 542 9430 63 . 367 
3340 39 . 207 
6 090 24 . 160 
Ave . 
1540 .:1 3 
6 : 00 1652 9260 63.367 
3350 39 .729 
59 10 23 . 638 
1652 9000 62 . 545 
3350 39 . ?29 
56 50 22 . 816 
9 000 62 . 545 
5490 13 , 516 
35I'O 1 4 . 029 
-.J.xperi.nent !1- 16 (Cont inued ) 
1655 
Ave . 
1654.! 2 
1 0560 
5490 
50? 0 
1 0560 
5480 
5080 
68 . 910 
48 ,516 
20 . 394 
68 . 910 
48 , 53? 
20 . 3?3 
I ' 
83 
.:.::X?: . 'RL'DNT Y- 20 : ::)etermination of the Velocity of uotmcl 
in Sodi~n-a~oni~ e olution. 
J '.'/eight of cylinder a nd ammonia : 907 . 5 g 
809 . 0 
98 .5 
11 11 cyl inder : 
11 11 annnonia. : 
.Iei ght of tube a.nd sodi um: 
" 
11 tube : 
" 
11 sodium: 
Tare + 59 . 9049 g 
Ta r e + 4.6 . 2111 
13. 6938 
84 
· ~~odiu~n-am.lllonia so l ution . (Us ing n ew copp er -cot)e t a ntin ther-
moc ouple) . 
Ti me Potentiometer R Ca thetom.et er 
jJ.. V ohms ::run. 
10 : 00 am. 1350 8580 52 . 900 
2690 33, 032 
5890 19 . 868 
8590 52 , 900 
1780 29 . 932 
6afO 22 . 918 
7870 50 . 511 
1780 29 . 982 
6090 20 . 529 
7870 50 . 511 
0240 24 , 851 
7630 25 . 657 
d850 53 . 641 
0290 24 . 854 
8560 28 . 787 
8850 53. 641 
18 30 29 , 848 
7026' 23 . 793 
Ave . 
1350 .! 1 
11:10 :Jade some tube changes . 
85 
..!:xperiment !.:- 20 (Continued) 
11:50 1618 8700 51 . 293 
2400 29 . 848 
6300 21 . 445 
51f. 8700 
9720.ii. 
1 0201r 204/r 
8700 51 , 293 
1 750 27 , 618 
6950 23 , 675 
7940 48 , 921 
1 730 27 , 618 
6210 2 1 . 303 
7940 48 , 921 
0800 24 , 464 
7140 24, 457 
1618 7020 45 , 730 
oaoo 24 , 464 
6220 21.266 
Ave, 
16181 l 
1 : 00 pm. 2009 6600 44,927 
0450 23, 451) 
6I'5o" 21,471 
8460 51 , 227 
0450 23 , 456 
8510 27 , 771 
8460 51 . 227 
1890 28 , 394 
6'5'70 2~, 833 
7420 50 . 4 64 
1 060 28 , 394 
6360 22 , 070 
2012 7420 50 , 464 1090 28 , 440 6'3'30 22 . 024 
Ave . 
2011J:. 2 
86 
~xperi.nent H- 20 (Cont inued) 
2:05 2365 7480 50 . 51 2 
2 : 20 2377 3500 37 , 022 
3980 13 , 490 
2377 7 480 50 , 51 2 
0290 25 , 911 
?NO 24 , 601 
5820 45 , 106 
0270 25 , 911 
5550 19 , 195 
5? 50 45 ,106 
0130 25 , 948 
56"'20 19 . 1 58 
6100 46 , 540 
0130 25 , 948 
5970 20 . 592 
6100 46, 540 
1?40 31.466 
4360 14. 0'74 
-~ve . 
23?? .l. 1 
87 
EXF ... ffiiiOO:CT A- 3: Detern1ination of the Velocity of Sound 
i n ~::.odium-a!u~.'lonia Sol ution . 
· /eight of cylinder & ammot). i a : 875 . 5 g 
II II cylinder: 762 . 0 
II II ammonia: 113.5 
1:7eight of tube and s odium: Tare + 56 . 1980 g 
II II tube : Tar e + 46._2000 
II II sodium: 9. 9980 
Sodium- ammon ia. solution. 
'r i me Potent!Lometer R Cathetomet er 
p. v ohres mm. 
3:00 am. 1310 7 670 74.164 
1 308 1'740 53 . 981 
5§"'30 20 . 183 
7670 74.164 
1210 52 . 132 
6460 22 . 032 
7210 72 . 557 
1210 52,132 
-60000 20 . 425 
7270 72 . 557 
0860 501 507 
641'0 22 . 050 
3:20 1312 8060 74.945 
087 0 50s 507 
7196' 24. 438 
80 00 
'I 
5'tf 
9 110 ·z. 
1110 11 
_IJ. 
2221r 
Ave . 
13 10 .! 2 
3 :45 1550 
3 : 55 1 590 7970 74.925 
1 590 53. 2'77 
6m30 21.648 
1 590 7130 72 .148 
1680 53! 277 
5'4'50 18 . 8 71 
88 
.. 1xperiment A-3 (Continued) 
?130 72,148 
1160 51,486 
5970 20 , 662 
5550 66 , 841 
1160 51,486 
4390 15, 355 
5550 66 , 841 
0620 49 , 4?9 
4§'3'0 1 7 . 362 
4 : 05 1586 8065 ?5 , 346 
0620 49 , 479 
7'44'5 25 . 867 
8065 ?5 , 346 
21 10 54 . 903 
5955 20 , 443 
8 380 76 . 4 20 
2110 54 , 903 
6270 21 , 517 
4 : 25 8360 ?6 , 420 
3640 60 ,3?4 
4'720 16, 046 
78,10 ? 4 , 565 
3640 60 , 3?4 
il"?O 14 . 191 
. 
? 810 74.565 
1 370 52 , 352 
64iiO 22 . 213 
4 :30 1586 6610 ? 0 , 558 
1360 52 , 352 
5250 18 . 206 
Ave . 
1588 * 2 
5: 1 0 172? 62;h0 69 , 645 2520 
3 690 56 ,791 12 . 854 
6210 69 . 645 
1530 53, 253 
4680 16 . 392 
...::xp ~rim~nt J·~..- 3 : (COnt i nued ) 
5 :15 1?30 
5 : 20 
6 : 00 
Ave . 
1?29:l 2 
6020 
1530 
4490 
6060 
1540 
4520 
8 1 20 
1540 
6580 
81 20 
3 850 
427'0 
3800 
_·;_ 4880.1!. .!/. 
51y 1Q8Qll 2 161' 
&61~ 
3800 
38 10 
? 620 
8?40# 
1120 
? 620 
1260 
6360 
1 260 
2310# 
1 050 
69 . 008 
53 . 253 
1 5 . ?55 
69 , 008 
53 . 184 
1 5 . 824 
? 6 . 045 
53 . 184 
22 . 861 
?6 , 045 
61, 380 
14 . 665 
? 4 , 453 
6 1 , 380 
13 . 0?3 
? 4 . 453 
52 . 288 
22 . 165 
Dil u ted aodi :m1- ammonia solution in cell by additi on of 
more am.-nonia : 
/eight of cyl inder and ammonia : 
11 
" cy linder : 
" 
11 ammonia added : 
Previous wei ght of llli3 i n cell: 
•ro tal weight of NH3 now in c ell : 
9 6? , 0 
9 12 . 0 
55. 0 
, 113. 5 
los .~ 
g 
.. 
.. 
90 
Experiment .A- 3 (Continued ) 
3;50 pm. 1290 7930 ?5 . 334 
1292 2100 54 .748 
583'0 20 . 586 
?930 ?5 . 334 
2880 5? 1 628 505o" l ? . ?06 
8 160 ?6 . 054 
2880 5? . 628 
5280 18 . 426 
6000 
-· ~ ?100 Jt 22011 5-~- 11oo·t .. 
2000 
5;} 3050 I 10'50if .It:. 2101r 
Ave . 
1291..!. 1 
, 
4:35 1453 8740 ?8 . 476 
3?80 60 . 912 
496'0 1?.564 
8?40 ?8 . 4?6 
3430 59 . 588 
5"310 18 . 888 
10800 85 . 666 
3380 59!588 
?420 26 . 0?8 
10800 85 . 666 
3130 58 . ?05 
? 670 26 . 061 
3000 
•I 5ft 4060# 1060 21ztt 
5:00 145 5 10950 86 . 29? 
3100 58 . ?05 
'7856" 2~ . 592 
9770 
.... 
10900 1 
-'1 •
Ave . 51!" 1130'if 2261f 
1454 .* 1 
'. 
91 
JI:XPER D.r:!;lV£ ..\- 5: Deter mina tion of the Velocit y of ~ound 
in Lithium- ammonia Solution. 
·.e i ght of cylinder and ammoniA.: 1028 . 0 . g 
II 
" 
cylinder: 91115 
II II ammonia: 116 . 5 
\Yeight of tube an:.l lithium: 'l'are + 48.7663 g 
" 
lf tube : Tare :1: 461212!l 
II II l ithium: 2 . 5538 
Lithium- ammonia. solution. 
Ti me Potent iometer R Cathetor.~et er 
)J. V ohms nun. 
1403 4200 67 . 86? 
142? 0040 52! 412 
416'0 15. 455 
1429 6?10 ?6 . 852 
0010 52 . 412 
6?00 24. 440 
1430 6?00 ?6. 852 
0430 54! 085 
62?0 22 . ?6? 
1427 '7200 ?8 . 519 
04? 0 54! 085 
673o' 24. 434 
12 : 30 am 1427 '7110 78. 519 
0130 531142 
6980 25 . 3?? 
0150 
5# 
1180 {1 
102()!f 2061r 
8 140 82 . 146 
0150 53!142 
79'90 29 . 004 
8 130 
-'L 9240..~t. 222# o:i 1110{1' 
Ave . 
1428.! 3 
92 
~::zmr ~~TT -~- 5 (Continued) 
1900 7860 82 .146 
0740 55 ! 613 
7126" 26 . 53:3 
10590 91.691 
0750 55 . 613 
9840 36 . 078 
2 : 00 am 1900 10500 91 . 691 
4450 69 1805 
6050 21.886 
4450 69 . 805 
0070 53 1054 
4'380 16 . G5l 
0070 
'L 1100 
206# 5:.- 10301,. 
8350 83 . 97 1 
0070 53 . 054 8280 30. 917 
8350 83 . 971 
0530 54189? 
7820 29 . 074 
2 :30 1900 5500 
.IL 6 580# 
216# s-t· 1080 
Ave. 
1900:.l 1 
3 : 00 2320 4680 71. 225 
0050 53 1250 
46'30 17 . 975 
2350 5270 73 . 65? 
0050 531 250 522'0 20 . 407 
2322 5380 73 . 657 
1120 57 .14 0 
4260 16 . 517 
2310 6050 76 . 031 
1120 57 . 140 49'30 18 . 891 
·:::xper i ment .A- 5 (Continued) 
231 0 
Ave . 
23301. 20 
6050 
0910 
51 40 
7550 
0920 
6630 
7550 
2660 
4890 
76 . 031 
56 . 242 
19 . 789 
8 1 . 635 
56 . 242 
25 . 393 
81. 635 
63 . 163 
18 . 472 
3490 
2440;, 
1 050'r 2 10rf 
# 5 2201r 
~iluted lithium- ammonia solution in cell by addition of 
more ammonia. : 
-Teight of cylinder a nd a.mDlonia : 
11 11 cylinder : 
" 
11 ammoni a added : 
..?revious wei ght of llli in c eil: 
Total weight of NH3 n~w in cell: 
Time 
9 : 30 pm. 
:Pot entiomet er 
p. V 
1450 
1438 
1426 
1 426 
R 
ohlns 
7340 
1600 
5740 
7790 
1 600 
6190 
7790 
3350 
4440 
1 0020 
3350 
6670 
1 016 .5 
911 . 5 
105. 0 
116 . 5 
221. 5 
g 
Ca t h etometer 
mm. 
83 . 935 
61 . 898 
22 . 037 
8 5 . 545 
61 .. 898 
23 . 64? 
85 . 545 
68 . 689 
l 6 . S56 
93 . 667 
68 . 689 
24. 978 
93 
94 
...!xperiment A- 5 (Continued) 
1 0020 93 . 66? 
2610 65 , 858 
7410 27 . 809 
1426 8990 89 . 824 
2630 65 , 858 
6560 23 . 966 
9 000 
h. 1011~11 
22211 51T 1110 
4500 
~ 5570.1 H. 
571 1070/T 2141r 
Ave. 
1426.:! 2 
10:20 1968 9050 91 . 831 
1974 4170 72 . 931 
48i30 18 . 900 
9020 91 . 831 
2810 67 . 545 
6210 24 . 286 
9810 94 , 900 
2 8 10 67 . 545 
7 000 27 . 355 
9810 94, 900 
3550 70 . 679 
'6'"260 24 . 221 
19 74 10400 97 , 216 
3560 70 . 679 
6850 26 . 537 
10400 97 , 216 
1780 63 ! 489 
862 0 33, 727 
11 : 05 1 800 
.a. 2840J.> . .•t 
5u 1 040U" 20817 
9000 
.t;.ve . 5{i 
10110~ 
1 110 222# 
19 74 .! 1 
.. 
95 
Experi111ent A- 5 (Continued} 
11:40 2350 8 140 91 .677 
3710 73 .. 730 
4430 17.,947 
8260 92 .111 
3 71 0 73 .,7 30 
455'0 18 . 381 
8260 92 .. 111 
2580 69 . 032 
8f580 23 . 079 
8450 92. 870 
2580 69 . 032 
5870 23 . 838 
8440 92 . 870 
1830 65 ! 837 
6610 27. 033 
7190 87 ., 867 
1830 65 ! 837 
5360 22 . 030 
1100 
. 
2 140# JL 
208# 51T 1040 
7200 
5# 8300# 1100 220# 
Ave. 
2350~ 1 
BXP.J.a-trr.m·.r. A-13~ Determinat ion of the Velocity of ~ound 
i n Lithium- ammonia Solution. 
~·reight of cylinder and ammonia: 
2 " cylinder : 
·:Teight of armnonia: 
fei ght of tube amd l ithiur.a: 
II II t ube: 
" 
II lithium: 
Li tl1ium-o.mmonia solution. 
Time Potentiometer 
)J. V 
?: 30 am 14?5 
7:35 
7 : 45 
1480 
1485 
1485 
R 
ohms 
6250 
0030 
6'220 
62? 0 
0880 
53'90 
6000 
0880 
51 20 
6000 
0950 
-5050 
68?0 
0950 
5"9"20 
6840' 
1070 
57"?'0 
7540 
1 040 
65"6'0 
1020 . 0 g 
912. 0 (Thi s entry 
missing in notebook ; 
the weight given 
here i s an esti mate 
based on the empty 
cyl inder we i ght ob-
served in other ex-
perimenta.) 
1 08 . 0 g 
Tare + 50 . 6428 g 
'l'are + 46 , 2015 
4 , 4-113 
Ca thetometer 
rmn. 
74.110 
52 , 4 10 
21 . ? 00 
? 3 . 602 
54 . 8 15 
18 . ?8 ? 
? 2 . 650 
54 . 815 
1 7 . 835 
?2 , 650 
55 . 023 
1? . 627 
75.483 
55 , 023 
20 . 4 60 
75 . 481 
55 , 555 
19 . 928 
77 .904 
5 5 . 555 
22 , 349 
97 
:.:x9er imen t ;.- 13 (Cont i nued ) 
? 5?0 
., 86?0 l 
.'L if 11001' 2201' 5 
8 : 00 am 148 5 ? 5? 0 ?? . 904 
15?0 5? . 321 
6000 20 . 583 
Ave . 
1485:! 5 
9 : 00 1885 
9 : 05 1880 
9: 10 1875 5640 ?1.89? 
0830 54 . 8 13 
4810 1?.084 
5640 ?1 . 89? . 
0320 52 ! 98? 
532'0 18 . 910 
6050 ?3 . 316 
0320 
-
52 . 98? 
5?30 20 . 329 
9 : 20 18?5 6060 ? 3 . 316 
22?0 59 ! 955 
3?9'6" 13 . 361 
2270 59 . 955 
0400 53 ! 2:?.2 
18?0 6 . 733 
5? 90 ?2 . 308 
0400 53 . 222 
5390 19 . 086 
1110 
5/J: 2140§ .'1. 
. 1030 2067T 
6000 
5# 
?080 ,. 
10801T 
Jt 
216lT 
Ave. 
1875* 5 
.. 
98 
:3xperiment J.- 13 (Cont i nued ) 
10:15 2295 6010 ?3 .. ? 44 
0900 55 . 354 
5llo 18 . 390 
'7620 ?9 . 391 
0890 55 . 354 
67"30 24 . 03? 
10 : 25 2300 ? 620 ?9 . 391 
0920 55 . 44? 
6'?0o 23 . 944 
? 200 ?? . 958 
0920 55 . 44? 
6280 22 . 511 
? 200 ?? . 958 
0240 52 . 9?6 
6'96"9 24 . 982 
6660 
../r 7760~£ '! 51F 1100 2207T 
10 : 40 6440 ?5. 386 
0230 5219?6 
'6210 22 . 410 
Av e . 
2298~ 3 
... 
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EX?I:mi:J!mlT J-.- 19 : Deteroination of the Vel ocity of Lound 
in f:ater . 
:-a t er i e l : ~.7ater , di s t illed . 
Time :?otentiomet er R Cathetometer 
p.v ohms mm. 
4 : 25 pm 0710 9060 83 , 622 
19!)0 58 , 973 
7IOO 24 , 649 
99~)0 86 . 507 
1960 58 , 973 
r;g;;o 27 . 534 
99"0 86 . 507 
28 60 62 . 161 
7070 24 . 346 
107.t10 89 . 107 
2830 62 . 161 
79 . 0 26 , 946 
4 : 35 0707 10740 89 . 107 
2640 6 l e356 
8 100 27 . 751 
9110 
.1::. 5"11" ~~ 1110 ' .IL 2221T 
60'10 
• 5'i7 
7lt30.¥ 
"i09<Y 218# 
26:W 
~~~ ~ ., 1( 57f 1040 208 
Ave . 
0709:l 2 
. . . 
100 
~K-:TDP. TI.JINT A- 21: Deterninat ion of the Velocity of ~"..ound 
in !.:. odium- a rflmonia. ~ o1ution . 
·: e i [J1 t of cy linder and ammonia : 855 . 0 g 
?62 . 0 
93 ., 0 
11 11 cyl inder : 
" " ennnonia : 
·.-re i ~ll t of tube e.nd sodium: Ta r e + 61 , 0? 33 g 
Tare t 46 . 1984 
14 . 8?49 
11 
" tube : 
11 11 aodiun1: 
r odi tUh-~mmonit. ao lut ion: 
'.L'ime Potentiometer R Cathetometer 
)J. V ohms mm. 
5 : 05 pm. 1394 9610 59. 213 
1400 3960 34, 561 
565'0 17.652 
8540 48 ., 559 
40?0 34 , 561 
4'4'70 13 , 998 
1397 8570 48 , 559 
2900 30 ., 668 
5"6'70 17.891 
9340 51 . 014 
3800 33 . 6~ 
-5540 1? , 345 
5 :30 1104 8550 48 , 697 
3770 33 , 66~ 
4780 15. 028 
8580 48 , 697 
3940 34 , 048 
-4540 14 . 649 
5 : 35 1,04 10680 54 , 793 
3970 34 , 048 
6710 20 . 745 
10680 54 . 793 
4190 34 .. 612 
6490 20 . 181 
4141Il0 
}J. 5200 ·1 212 ,j: 5il" 1060tt 
- . -
::J:xper i ment ,; .. 21 {Continued ) 101 
8920 
{I 10040 . Jf.. 5if 1120'r 22416 
Ave. 
1399..! 5 
6 : 30 1?40 '7120 44. 649 
3330 32. ill 
379'0 1 2 . 153 
8420 48 . G'7 6 
3330 32 ~ 496 
5'09'0 16 . 180 
6 : 40 8420 48 . 6?6 
3950 34 1486 
44'70 14 . 190 
6 : 42 1'743 9900 53. 311 
3950 34 1486 
5'§5'G 18 . 825 
9900 53.311 
4020 34 1'7'77 
58'86' 18 . 534 
10190 54 . 154 
4020 34 1 '7 '7'7 6170 19 . 3? '7 
10240 54. 154 
4'700 36 . 885 
5540 1 '7 . 269 
1'743 10650 55 . 523 
4'700 36 1885 
5950 18 . 638 
6 : 55 9560 
jf 10680 If j( 
51T 112o7r 2247T 
2100 
.!!: 3140.JL .If 
·srr 104021" 208 1.;-
6240 ;:. 
'7330i1 u JC 
Ave .. 5 1090 218tT 
1 '742 ,1 2 
102 
_,;:per imen't A- 21 (Continued ) 
9 : 1 5 2250 8860 51 , 060 
9 : 20 2245 4110 35 . 712 
4'7'56' 15.348 
8 7 00 50 . 562 
4110 35 . ?12 
4590 14 . 850 
8 ? 00 50 , 562 
3540 33!723 
5160 1 6 . 839 
9010 51 . 42? 
3560 33 . ?23 
5'45'0 1 7 . ?04 
9019 51 . 4 27 
2960 31 , ?10 
-6050 19 . 71? 
9 : 30 2245 7100 45 . 336 
2960 3 1 . ?10 
414Q 1 3 . 6G6 
2750 
.1'. 3?00 IL 
'L i!' 10501T 210 7' 5 
710 0 
5# 8200 ,. -~ 22ofi 1100cr 
Ave . 
2248.! 3 
• \ ,1' 
l OB. 
Determination of the Vel oc ity of Sound 
• 
i n Calcium-~mmonia 8olution . 
..'eight of cyl inder and am:nonia : 
" 
11 cylinder : 
11 
" alllinoni a : 
1006 . 0 g 
~ 
7eight of cal cium sampl e : 16 . 98 g 
Calcium-an~onia solution. 
Time Potentiometer R Cathetometer 
:NO'i'E : 
)AV ohms nun. 
1575 1600 44 . 304 
3800 36 . 184 
2200 8 . 120 
15? 5 3800 44 . 304 
0360 31 1 449 3440 12 . 855 
1585 2800 42 . 92? 
0040 32 . 418 
.dve . 2?6"5 10 . 509 
1580.1. 5 
Cons i derabl e difficulty was experienced in me.ldng 
these measurements . possibly due to the tendency of 
cal cium to form lumps of the ammoniate when dissolut ion 
of the metal in armuonia. is attempted. 

VI. CALCULATIONS 
A. Calculations of Sound Velocity 
105 
Velocity in c~sec is computed as the quotient of path 
length change by time of transit i ncrease. The first is 
itmnedia tely obt ainable upon subtraction of the smaller cathe-
tometer r eadi ng from the l e. rger. Evaluation from the r aw 
data · of the time increase requires considerably more atten-
tion. The difference between successive dial settings of the 
decade resistance box xupplies the basic data. This differ-
ence, hereafter designated ~R, yields the time increment in 
microseconds when multiplied by the proper factors. These 
are experimenta lly determined quantities, ~ , the period of 
the signal wave and '1\. the calibration value of the decade 
box. 
~ in microseconds per cycle, determined from a knowledge 
of the frequency of the signal as discussed above, is consid-
ered to be 0.5 in all the experiments. ~in ohms per wave 
length proved to be ~ constant over the entire range of the 
instrument for all the experiments through M-20 inclusive. 
During experiment M-20 some tube changes were made i n the 
oscilloscope and pulser and it is very likely that V-2 (Fig .4) 
was among those changed. This is made note of for t he reason 
tha t no other factor can be brought to mind to account for 
the altered calibration that is found to obt a in i n all subse-
quent experiments. That is, in experiments A-3 to My-9, ~ 
106 
was found to be dependent in a reproducible way upon the set-
ting of the decade resistance box. Consequently, calibration 
curves have been constructed from values of A determined at 
several different settings of the decade box. These are 
shown in Fig. 14. In a given velocity calculation, the two 
~'s corresponding to the initial and final decade box set-
tinge are obtained from the appropriate calibration curve. 
The average of these two ~s is then calculated and inserted 
in the formula for velocity (see below). 
In summaty, the calculation of the velocity from the 
various data and calibration f actors is made according to the 
following f ormula: 
C(meters/sec.) • wv.l~ 
B. Calculation of the Adiabatic Compressibility 
Newton 's formula as modified by Laplace rela tes the sound 
velocity to the adiabatic bulk modulus thus: 
c. 2. = ~.$I I' 
The reciprocal of bulk modulus is compressibility, i.e., 
'le.s :::A . Therefore this above expression can be rearranged 
to yield compressibility as follows: 
A(cm2/dyne) a 10-4/ (C(meters/sec)2;0{ g/cc . )] 
The necessary density data are obtained from the curve~ in 
Fig• 15. The curve for ammonia is taken from Cragoe and 
Harpe;- { ~ ), those for sodium from Huster (39). Densities 
at those .tempera tures which f a ll intermedia te between the 
JO 
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curves shown are obtained by interpoletion. In the case of 
lithium solutions, the only density data available were those 
of Coulter (?) for very concentrated solutions at -35°C. As 
Fig. 15 shows a reasonable curve has been drawn through these 
points connecting with the point for pure solvent a t the same 
tempera ture. For lower temperatures the assumption of a 
temperature coefficient of expansion for these lithium solu-
tions simil a r to that of sodium is assumed. No experimental 
da ta are available to check this procedu~e but since Coulter's 
data were taken near -40°C., the reference temperature chosen 
for the final presentation of results in this research intro-
duces no significant error into the results. Densi ties of 
KI-ammonia solutions are taken from reference (42). The cal-
cium-a.mmonia solution density is estima ted on the basis of 
Coulter's measurements. (Ref. ?) 
c. Calculet ion of the Solution Concentration 
From the weight of ammonia condensed into the cell and 
the metal sample weight the concentration of the resulting 
solution expressed as moles of ammonie per gram atom of metal 
is readily computed. The weight of meta l is found directly 
from the initial 'knd final sample tube weigh ings. The 
weight of ammonia condensed in the cell is obtained from the 
cylinder weighings corrected for the amount of ammonia in 
the vapor state above the solution. A rough estimate of this 
correction is adequate and is made a s follows. The volume 
110 
of the line plus the cell and chamber totals about 9 liters. 
Neglect of the effect of the temper ature gradient between 
the sutface of the solution and the s pace a bove a t room tem-
perature, t he assumption of perfect gas l aw behavior for the 
ammonia vapor yields for this volume a t one temperature and 
at room tempera ture a va lue of 6 grams. This weight va ries 
depending upon the tempera ture and composition of t he mater-
ial i n the cell which obviously affect this weight t hrough 
their influence on the equilibrium vapor pressure. Vapor 
pressure composition data for sodium-ammonia and lithium-
ammonia solutions are available in the liter a t ure for the 
temperature -33°C. (See Fig. 2a) ~ assuming that the slope 
of the vapor pressure-temperature curve for a soluti on of 
any given composition is parallel to that of the pure ammonia 
vapor-preseur·e-temperature curve , { 10, 34) a complete know-
ledge of the vapor pressure over all concentra tions and tem-
peratures encountered is available. Results of these consid-
erations are plotted and the correction factor is computed • 
• 
2 l l l r:;? .. Jn:.;: 
· m:.,~:.Y "'"' . ~ ..:'L.] VE!.OCITY C"'..WULA'i'!ClTG 
• I ~ .at er- :"'otentio- Telnp . )\. Velocity ''el oci ty ~X!:> • 
iols . meter{-ve ) ( .. ;.ver~£;e) 
JJ-v . 0 c. ohms/ uv . 1 . m/oec . ro/oec . 
J - 19 .. ~ce - 2 4 .. 1 . 5 220 11?0 
tone 11?2 
11?1 
1 1? l .:l l 
S - 2? rH3 1934 :1 9 - 53 .. 8 200 1864 
1869 
1858 
1864J. 6 
2365.! 9 - 6 7 . 0 ~""~OO 1911 
1962 
1935 
1950 
1939 
1939 .l. 20 
S- 29 llli3 1553 .1 3 - 45 . 4 200 1? 98 
1804 
1800 
18 05 
1804 
1802 :1. 4 
2427.± 2 - 68 . 8 200 1933 
194? 
1952 
1939 
1943 .4: 10 
Ua- 1rn:3 2 177 J. 4 - 61 . 0 200 18 85 188 3 
188 ? 
1885 1; 2 
178 7 J. 9 - 49 .. 4 200 18 19 
18 10 
18 13 
1801 
18 16 
18 18 
18 1 3 .! 6 
1257 . 3 - 34 .. 8 200 1?12 
17 15 
1 708 
1? 12 .:1:. 4 
.. . ,
.. 
·rab1e a ( Co ntinued) 112 
2Exp . ~;a t er- :?o t . (Ave . ) Temp . ~ Velocity Vel. (l.ve .. ) 
i a ls Jl. v . 0 c. ohms/ -..vv . 1 . m/ sec . m/sec . 
12?8 .1 1 - 34 . 0 200 1717 
1708 
1708 
1716 
1718 
1713~ 5 
1~ - 20 ·.Tater 973. 5 . 1 24 .. 6 200 1478 
148 1 
1470 
1476~ 6 
liT- 21 HJ.{3 19 13~ 5 - 53 . 2 ( 200) 1836 
1840 
1838 
1849 
1838 
1842.1 6 
2440 .% 6 - 69 . 2 {200 ) 1950 
1960 
1953 
1950 
1953..!:. 7 
Ca. - NH-z 236? .. 5 - 6 7 . 0 ( 200) 1915 
"-' 1900 
1908:l 8 
N- 29 NH3 1830 .:1: 10 -50 . 6 ( 200) 1829 1822 
1829 
1827 :.&:. 5 
1936:1. 1 - 53 .. 8 (200) 1842 
1847 
1843 
1849 
1845.! 4 
2308 $ 8 - 65 . 0 (200) 1918 
1921 
1918 
1909 
1917 .i. 8 
2603 .:b l - 74 . 5 ( 200) 19?9 
1974 
1973 
1975 1: 4 
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'l'ab l e 2 (Continued ) 
1:!lxp . :.;ater- ..?ot . (Ave ) 'l'emp . A Veloc i t y Ye l. (.~ve . ) 
ials )A v . 0 c. ohms/wv . l . m/sec . .n/sec . 
l:n. - KH3 ?.564 ..:L. 4 - 73. 4 (200 ) 1908 
1901 
1902 
1898 
1902.J:. 6 
19410.! 2 - 54 . 0 ( 200) 1782 
1780 
1790 
1784 .:&: 6 
D- 4 lffi3 1320 .!. 0 - 35 . 8 (200) 1734 
1723 
172? 
1721 
1737 
1?29 
1?22 
1732 
1728 .:&:. 8 
1598 .:l. 4 - 4 3 .. 8 ( 200) 1?70 
1?70 
1?88 
1'7? 0 
1?80 
1770 
1? 75 A. 10 
l'- 1 KH3 1660.1 2 - 45 . 6 (204} 1825 
18 10 
1C34 
18 20 
1822 :k 10 
2344.! 3 - 6n . 2 ( 204) 1925 
1938 
1939 
1951 
1938 Jr. 13 
~ . .r- 14 K}: - llH3 1604:1:. 6 - 44 . 0 1 04 1740 
1? 20 
1749 
1742 
1758 
1762 
1?58 
1760 
1762 1750.:l.. 12 
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'''able 2 (Continued) 
.E:A"'P. ;.:a ter- ?ot . (.Ave) Temp. ~ Vel oc i ty 1Tel. ( :.vt; . ) 
i a l::· 0 c . ohms/vrv . 1. m,lsec m,laec -p.. v . 
2064 ..:1:. 4 - 5? . 6 204 1850 
1843 
1838 
1816 
1850 
1840 
1840 .:1:. 10 
2560.:1 4 - ?3 . 2 204 1940 
1915 
1920 
1913 
1925 
1920 
1922 .i. 10 
:~ore 1696.:1:. 5 - 46 . 6 204 1?85 
1lli3 1? 90 
1811 
1?98 
1?94 
1798 
1804 
1789 
1?91 
1801 
1 ?96 .:l. 12 
2l?? .:t 1 - 61. 0 204 1882 
1880 
1880 
1881 
188?. 
18 80 
1881J:, l 
2542 .:1:: 3 - ? 2 . 5 204 1953 
1951 
1946 
1941 
1942 
1945 
1948 
1947.* 6 
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Table 2 (Continued ) 
Dxp . ::nter- Pot . (Ave ) •remp . ~ Vel ocity Vel . (/1-ve) 
1.:118 JA.V • 0 c. ohms/V7V. 1 . m/sec . m/s ec . 
:.~- 16 Ha- lTI-I3 1484.:1: 2 - 40 ,. 5 204 1493 
1489 
1488 
1490 
1485 
1485 
1488 .:1:. 5 
1 555 .! 1 - 42 . 5 204 1496 
1498 
1496 
1492 
1500 
1496 .:1:. 4 
1628 ..1 8 - 44 . 6 204 1501 
1494 
1490 
1490 
1496 
1500 
1495 ..1:.6 
1569 .:l 3 - 43. 0 204 1500 
1492 
1507 
1496 
14994 15 
_)i1uted 1 3::4 ..* 1 - 36 . 2 .804 1591 
1591 
1601 
1578 
1582 
1590 
H i98 
1590 
1590.* 11 
1540 .:1:. 3 - 42 . 0 204 1614 
1615 
1620 
1619 
1617-:l 3 
1654.!. 2 - 45 . 4 204 1632 
1650 
1630 
1639 
1633 
1 63'7.:1:. 10 
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Tt>ble 2 (Continued) 
::!lxp. 1rater- .?ot . (Ave) Temp . 7\ Velocity Vel . (Ave) 
i e l s )A.V • 0 c. ohms/ wv . 1. m/sec ro/f.Jec 
I£:- 20 Na- iT.H3 1350-k 1 - 36 . 8 204 13?6 13?2 
13?6 
13r/2 
13?0 
1080 
1 3?4~ 6 
1618 ..l. 1 - 44 . 4 204 1391 
1391 
1400 
1399 
1392> 
1395.:1 5 
2011 .! 2 - 56 . 0 204 1424 
1412 
1420 
1416 
1420 
1418 !.. 6 
23?'7 ..:l 1 - 6? . 2 204 1382 
1395 
1410 
1391 
1404 
14.10 
1399..! 1? 
A- 3 Na - NH3 1310.1 2 - 35 . 6 216+ 1 466 
21 5 1 466 
215 1462 
214 14?2 
215 1460 
1465.1 ? 
1 588..i: 2 - -13. 5 216 1488 
215 ' 1490 
21 5 1486 
213 1490 
+ 212 1492 1'hie and e.l1 sub- 215 1492 
sequent )\. ' s obta ined 21? 1486 
from the appropriate 21? 1486 
cal ibrt:ttion graphs , 219 1488 
q. v . 219 1488 
2 1 6 1493 
214: 1484 
1489 J:.. 5 
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Tt.~ 1::J l e 2 (Con"'::.5.nued ) 
-:;;1') . a~~(:l!' - .2ot . (i.V ·.) Temp .. )\ Ve l ocity Ve l . ( .i ve) 
ie ls ~v . oc. olwts/ vnr . 1 . m/oe c m/··ec 
1? 29~ 2 - 4? . 6 21 6 1504 -
214 1500 
214 1502 
214 1500 
216 1500 
219 1499 
219 1500 
215 1493 
1600.:b 7 
Di lut ed 
129l.J: 1 - 35 . 2 217 1528 
218 1524 
218 1520 
1524.!. 4 
1454 .1:. 1 - 39 . 6 219 1550 
219 1551 
220 1541 
220 1541 
220 1541 
1545.:1, 6 
A-5 Li-l:H3 1428.! 3 - 38 . 8 209 1552 
212 1544 
212 1542 
212 1540 
212 1540 
21 3 1550 
1545.1.. 7 
1900 .l 1 -52 . 8 213 1588 
21 5 1578 
219 1580 
209 1600 
213 1590 
214 1590 
2330.:&:: 20 - 65 . 8 2:120 
15L8..! 12 
1624 
210 1640 
211 1638 
212 1620 
212 1630 
213 l e 3o 
215 1620 
1629.!_ 11 
'::v. b1e 2 (Continued ) 118 
J:xp . l'.~ater- Pot . (_;ve . Temp .. A Velocity Ve l. (!ve . ) 
io.1s )J. v . oc. oh1:1s/ v;v . ~ . w/ s ec m/oec 
J.)i l uted . 
1426-l. 2 - 38 . 8 21 3 1638 
214 1634 
215 1633 
217 1622 
217 1623 
216 1622 
1629J: 9 
1974 .:&:. 1 - 55 . 0 217 1680 
216 1690 
217 1690 
217 1680 
217 1680 
216 1690 
1685,1 5 
2350,! 1 -6 6 ~ 4 216 1752 
216 1749 
215 1750 
21 5 1746 
21 5 1752 
21~ 1750 
1750.!. 4 
- - 13 Li - lll-h 
..... 
1485.!. 5 - 40. 4 211 1472 
212 1473 
212 14?2 
212 1478 
212 1~63 
212 1463 
213 1460 
213 1460 
1468 .:1:. 10 
18?5J, 5 - 52 . 0 211 149G 
211 1496 
211 1497 
213 1497 
208 1492 
211 149 5 
1496 .1. 4 
2298 1:.3 - 64 . 8 212 1520 
213 1524 
213 1523 
213 1523 
212 1G20 
211 1521 
1522! 2 
'l'ab le 2 ( Contin tH~d ) 119 
-::~ l!"ater- :l-·ot . (Ave ) Temp. A Velocity Ve 1 . ( •.ve ) 
..l!.iXp . 
i~ls p.v . 0 0 . ohmo/wv . 1. m(sec 1~sec 
- - 19 .ater 0?09 J. 2 1 18 . 0 214 1489 
215 1485 
21') 1488 
217 1479 
217 1484 
1485:!. 6 
A- 21 Na-Jnr3 109 9 .1 5 - 38 . 0 21? 1358 216 1350 
215 1354 
216 1350 
216 1358 
216 1364 
218 1350 
218 1358 
1355!. 9 
1 ?4:2 .1 2 - 48 . 0 211j, 13?0 
215 1368 
216 13? 0 
21? 13?2 
218 13?1 
~1B 1363 
218 1361 
219 1370 
136').!, ? 
2248~ 3 - 63 . 2 217 1400 
216 1400 
216 1409 
216 1400 
215 1402 
214 1408 
1403.:1:. 6 
l:y-9 Ca- 1:113 1580 !. 5 - 43 . 2 208 153? 20? 1548 
206 1568 
1551-:.b 1? 
1 20 
T.:>..B'TlJ 3 
~ .. \.L : .::.Y 0""".1 '!'Iffi C01m_JlrTR4..TIJK C.:.LClJLLTivHS . 
i~xp . ;~o l ee l~H3 G. -atoms Cone . Tetnp . Cone . eorr . 
metal o:r (ro l . r:;II:yl oc . 1or vc.por 
1~o lee salt g . atom preoeure 
metal of }IRs . 
( ::o1 .1:Ry' 
g . atom 
ntete.{l 
ve) 
S - 29 6.10 0 . 190 320 -61. 0 3 18 (Na.) - 49 . 4 31 3 
- 34 . 8 306 
- 34 . 0 306 311 
1~-21 7 . 90 0 ( 00869 9 10 - 67 . 0 902 902 
Ca) 
U- 29 4 . 90 Ot 0391 125 - 73 . 4 12 5 ITa) - 54 . 0 123 124 
r.- 14 5 . 45 0 .128 42 , 5 - 44 . 0 42 . 8 (KI} - 57 . 6 43 . 8 
-73.2 44. 0 43 
10 . 8 84.5 - 46 . 6 83. 0 
- 6 1 . 0 84 . 5 
- 72 . 5 84 . 6 84 
}.f- 16 5 . 26 0 . 293 18 . 0 - 40 . 5 1 7 .1 (Na) - 42 . 5 17 . 2 
- 14 . 6 17. 3 
- 43 . 0 17 . 3 17 . 2 
10 . 6 36 .3 - 36 . 2 35 . 4 
- 42 . 0 35 . 6 
- 45 . 4 35 . 8 35 . 6 
1:..- 20 5 . 80 0 . 595 9 . 75 - 36 . 8 9 . 25 (l~a) - 44 . 4 9.46 
- 56 . 0 9 . 60 
- 67 . 2 9 . 7 0 9 . 5 
.A- 3 6 . 7 0 0 . 4-35 15.4 - 35 . 6 14. 7 (Na ) - 43 . 5 1 5 . 0 
- -17 . 6 1 5 . 0 14. 9 
9·. 9 1 22 . 8 - 35 . 2 22 . 1 
- 39 . 6 22 . 2 22.2 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
~ ~:o les xTH3 G. a toms Cone . Temp . Cone . corr • .-!zY.p . 
metal {ICc l. lffiy oc . ( 1~o l. ltH3 
g . a t om e:: . atom 
rue t a l ) mete.1( . , 
.hVeJ 
. - 5 6 . 85 0 . 368 18 . 6 - 38 . 8 17. 9 (Li ) 
- 52 . 8 18 . 3 
- 65 . 8 18 . 5 18. 2 
13 . 0 35 . 3 . - 38. 8 34 . 8 
- 55 . 0 35 . 1 
- 66 . 4 35 . 2 35 
A- 13 6 . 35 0 . 640 9 . 94 - 40 .t4 9 . 61 (Li) - 52 . 0 9 . 77 
- 64 . 8 9 . 85 9 . 7 
1~-21 5. 47 0 ., 647 8 . 45 - 38. 0 8 . 10 (Na ) - 48. 0 8 . 25 
- 63 . 2 8 .38 8 . 3 
Yy- 9 4 . 0 0. 424 (Ca) 
9 . 5 - 43 . 2 9 . 0 9 
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TABLE 4 
~Tjj -;. ~-litY OF '.rlill COJ.PPji.!fSIBILI'rY C.i!J~lJ..:.J._TIOHS. . 
Exp . Tgmp . Corrected Densit~ .Av erage Adiabatic ( c . ) concentrn- {g/cc . Ve locity CompreEs -
tion* (nv'e ec ) "bili ty 
( :;:~o l es NH3 (cm~/drue 
per g .- x10 2 ) 
e. tom 
l'!leta 1 ) 
S- 2? - 53 . 8 Pure NR3 0 . ?06 1864 40 . ? 
- 67 . 0 11 0 . ?21 1939 37 . 1 
S - 29 - 45 . 4 " 0 . 696 1802 44 . 2 
- 68 . 8 II 0 . ?23 1943 36 . 8 
- 6 1 . 0 311/1 Na 0 .?1 3 1885 39 . 6 
- 49 . 4 " 0 . 702 18 13 43 . 1 
- 34. 8 II 0 . 682 1?13 49 . 9 
- 34. 0 II 0 . 680 1?12 50 . 0 
N- 21 - 53 . 2 ?ure 1m 3 0 . ? 05 1842 41 . 8 
- 69 . 2 II 0 . 724 1953 37 . 2 
- 67 . 0 902/1 Ca. 1 908 
lT- 29 - 50. 6 Pur e :h-lli3 0 . ? 02 1827 42 . 8 
- 53 . 8 II 0 . ?06 1845 41 . 6 
- 65 . 0 " 0 .?20 191? 37 . 8 
- 74 . 5 11 0 .730 19?5 35 . 2 
- 73. 4 1 24/1 Na 0 . ? 22 1902 38 . 4 
- 54 . 0 II 0 .?00 1784 44 . 9 
D- 4 - 35 . 8 p NF. 0 . 684 1? 28 49 . 1 - ure . _3 
- -13 . 8 II 0 . 694 1? 75 45 . ? 
~-1 
- 45 . 6 ?ure 1'"H 0 . 696 1822 43.1 3 
- 66 . 2 11 0 ,721 1938 36 . 9 
:"-14 - 44 . 0 43/1 KI 0 . 8 3 1 750 39. 
- 5? . 6 II 0 . 84 1840 3 5 
- ?3 . 2 II 0 . 86 1922 32 . 
- 46 . 6 84/1 KI 0 . ? 6 1?96 41 
- 61. 0 I I 0 . 78 1881 36 
- 7 2 . 5 II 0 . ? 9 1947 34 
.. 
1 23 
:'a0le 4 (Continued ) 
:J.;xp . Temp . Corr .. oonc . Dems i ty Av e . Vel. Ad . Compr . ( oc . ) (!fo l es l:Ul3 (g/cc) {m/sec ) (cm2/d1ne 
per g . a t . x1 0 2) 
meta l) 
l!- 16 -40 . 5 17 . 2/1 Na 0 . 642 1488 70 . 6 
- 42 . 5 II 0 ., 646 1496 69 . 4 
- 44 . 6 tt 0 . 647 1 495 69 . 3 
- '13. 0 !I 0 . 646 1 499 69 . 2 
- 36 . 2 35 . 6/1 Na 0 . 662 1590 59 . 6 
- 42. 0 
" 
0 . 668 1617 5? . 4 
- 45 . 4 II 0 . 6? 2 1 63? 55 . 6 
r_- 20 - 36 . 8 9 . 5/1 Na 0 . 608 13?4 8? . 0 
- 44 . 4 II 0 . 6 15 1395 83. ? 
- 56 . 0 II 0 . 624 1418 8o . o 
- 6? . 2 II 0 . 632 1 399 8 1 . 0 
A- 3 - 35 . 6 14. 9/ 1 Na 0 . 6 32 146 5 ? 3 . 6 
- 43. 5 II 0 . 640 1~89 ? 0 . 6 
- -1? . 6 II 0 . 643 1 500 69 . 3 
- 35. 2 22 . 2/1 Na 0 . 64? 1 524 66 . 6 
- 39 . 6 11 0 . 650 1 545 64 . 5 
.A- 5 - 38. 8 18 . 2/1 L i 0 . 626 1 545 66 . 8 
- 52 . 8 " 0 ., 638 1 588 62 . 0 
- 65 . 8 ,. 0 . 650 1629 58 . 2 
- 38 . 8 35/1 :I.i 0 . 654 1629 5? . 9 
- 55 . 0 It 0 . 6?2 1685 52. 5 
- 66 . 4 ll 0 . 683 1750 48 . 0 
A- 13 -40. 4 9 . 7/ 1 Li 0. 586 1468 ?9 . 6 
- 52 . 0 II 0 . 604 1496 ?4 . 1 
- 64 . 8 " 0 . 620 1522 69 . 5 
1:..-21 - 38 . 0 8 . 3/1 Na 0 . 602 1 355 90 . 5 
- 48 . 0 tf 0 . 609 1 368 88 . 0 
- 63 . 2 II 0 . 620 1 403 82 .,1 
lCy-9 - 43. 2 9/1 Ca 0 . 664 1551 62 . 5 
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VII. PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS 
The sound velocities a nd compressibilities calcula ted 
from the data a s described in the foregoing are tabulated 
in Table 2 . A graphical presentation of the measurements 
a ppears in Fig. 16 where the velocities at each concentration 
a re plotted as a function of temperature. A very pronounced 
alteration in slope can be seen in passing from the solvent 
curve to that of the most concentrated solution measured. 
This indicates a temperature coefficient of velocity one four-
th as great in the most concentrated solution a s in the sol-
vent. Ammonia is not a particula rly unusual liquid a t least 
e.s far as the temperature dependency of velocity is concerned 
since the negative slope observed is char acteristic of all 
normal liquids. 
Fig. 1? represents the temperature dependency of adia-
batic comprese ibility, each curve corresponding to a solution 
of given concentration. Not too dependable curves could be 
drawn for those sodium solutions whole concentration range is 
limited by the upper consolute temperature below which phase 
separati on occurs mak ing velocity measurements impossible. 
{See Fig. ld) The spurious point at the low temperature and 
of the 9.5/ 1 sodium curve probably lies in this two-phase 
region. The nearly identical elopes which characterize all 
these curves will be commented upon l a ter. The dependence 
on concentration of compressibility for an electrolyte like 
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KI and for these metal-ammonia solutions is vividly contrasted 
in Fig. 18 constructed from Fig . 1? by picking off the com-
pressibilities at -40°C. The divergence which is apparent be-
tween the sodium and lithium curves is considered in the con-
elusions. Phase separation limitations are so severe in the 
case of calcium that no s ignificant range of concentration is 
• 
available over which to study the compressibility behavior. 
The significance of t he position of the single calcium point 
midway between pure ammonia compressibility and that of the 
a l kali meta ls is treated l ater . The graph does not show the 
pointe for Na and K1 at greater dilutions Which establish the 
slopes i ndicated by dotted lines. 
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VIII. ESTIMATION OF THE ERRORS 
The compressibilities are represented a s gAod to about 3 
or 4%. Thi s reflects an error of 1% in the velocity measure-
ments and of about 2% in the density data. One ma jor contri-
bution of this error in the velocities resides i n the lack 
of precisi on attached to the calibrat ion factor ~ • This 
shoul d be more precisely determined if some way were availa-ble 
for moving a larger number of wave crests past the reference 
grid line or if a microscopic view of the wave form were 
available to aid in the positioning of the crest benea th the 
reference grid lloe. Only a negligibly small error (pr obably 
less than 1/ 10 on one percent) is i ntroduced into the velocity 
determination thr ough the path length data obtained with an 
unusually refined cathetometer. A statistica l treatment of 
the velocity data is possible in a few cases where a suffi-
cient number of mea surements at one temperature were made, 
for instance in experiment A-21. Outside of these f ew in-
stances, however, the number of readings taken at any one 
tempera t ure are too f ew to make aQY error analysis other t han 
to i ndica t e the maximum spread of the values. On the average 
t h ese s pr eads amount to about 1% of the velocity va lue a.nd 
may be considered to indicate the prec i sion of the mea~ure­
ments . 
The density da t a is a ssigned the 2% uncertainty princ i -
pally because of the possible error of interpol~ting between 
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the literature curves which in themselves are probably better 
than 2%. (39). The uncertainty attached to the lithium solu-
tion densities is greater than that of the sodium as explained 
earlier where it was remarked that the final results are not 
seriously affected. 
The absolute accuracy of the final compressibilities 
depends of course upon the absolute accura cy of the velocity 
and density mea surements. That of the latter must be accept-
ed. As far as the velocities are concerned though, attention 
can be given to possible sources of inaccuracy insofar as 
they are amenable to estimation. The frequency of the crys -
tal represents an important quantity in that this determines 
~ in the velocity calculations. ~ discussed earlier, an 
accurate frequency calibration was made only once. It was 
argued then that several subsequent checks made against the 
synchroscope 2 me. signal indicated no significant alteration 
of the crystal frequency. Alteration of the crystal fre-
quency could be brought a bout by varying the clamping condi-
tions. Severa.l different nominally 2 me. crystals were used 
throughout the series of measurements. This involved reclamp-
ing the crystal many times. No special effort was made to 
exactly reproduce the clamping conditions previously in effect~ 
The only conclusion that can be drawn from all this is that 
the crystal frequency within detectable limits was essentially 
2 me. under a ll conditions of clamping. 
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Alteration of the frequency is expected when the crystal 
is operated a t temper atures as low as -70°0. The extreme fre-
quency change brought about by a 100 degree temperature change 
is only abput 0.5% estimated from the tempera ture coefficient 
of frequency for quartz, 1/~ (o'-'A,r) = so J( eo-' Cl) • 
A small change in frequency is auepected to occur beaauae 
of the inevitable loss of gold plating from off the exposed 
surface of the crysta l. Mason (59) describes the process of 
making final frequency adjustments to crysta ls by varying the 
density of the gold plating on newly prepared crystals. No 
estimate of the percentage change from t hat loss of plating 
is ava ilable but is assumed to be small . 
Greater assurance concerning the abaolqte a ccurady of 
the measurements in the light of these uncertainties just 
mentioned is gained from a comparison of the measurements of 
velocity in water and acetone ·with the literature values. 
TABLE 5 
COMPARISON OF SOUND VELOCITIES MEASURED BY THX METHODS OF 
THIS RESEARCH WITH THOSE REPORTED IN THE LITERATURE. 
Exp. # Temp. Velocity Velocity (lit) devia tion 
oC. m/sec. m/sec. % 
Water 
A-19 18.0 1485 1480 0.4 ~ p .42 ,ref.36) 
p.338, ref.59) 
Acetone 
J-19 24.1 1171 1174 0.3 (p.336,ref.59) 
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The 0.4% deviation is within reasonable .limits and gives 
confidence in the results reported fQr the .ammoni a solutions. 
A word regarding the state of the solutions during the 
measurements is in order. Considerable anxiety was origin-
ally felt as to the stability of the solutions towards the 
rubber washers and to the sma ll areas of exposed stainless 
steel around the crystal mounting. Undoubtedly a part of the 
difficulty with bubble formation on the face of the receiving 
crystal which was experienced in the course of the measure-
ments is attributable to decomposition into amide and hydro-
gen of the metal-ammonia solution, cata lyzed by the rubber 
and stainless steel. The extent of such decomposition is 
unknown but very probably was never extensive, since the vel-
ocity readings appeared fairly reproducable. This feeling 
regarding the limited extent of decomposition receives sup-
port from the observation of the equilibrium pressure over 
the solutions. Over long periods of time it underwent only 
a small increase due to the hydrogen from the decomposition 
reaction : 
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IX. CONCLUSIONS 
This study of the compressibilities of concentrated 
metal-ammonia solutions has as its objective the understand-
ing of the exact state of the metal in concentrated solutions 
from a comparison of experimenta l results obtained in ' metal-
ammonia solutions with t hose obta ined in electrolyte solutions. 
The outcome of the . experiments has proved entirely unexpected; 
the meta l-ammonia solutions exhibit an increasing compressi-
bility accorapanyi ng increase i n metal content whereas the 
electrolyte solution shows a decreasing compres sibility with 
increase in salt content. The latter behavior is in accor-
dance with predictions baaed upon the operation of electro-
strict ive forces and is t he same behavior t hat ie observed 
for · aqueous electrolyte solutions. Since t he met al- ammonia 
eolutio~s behavior ie j ust the opposite to t hat p redicted 
(and observed) fo r salt solutions, it is evident tha~ a com-
pletely different situation prevails in the metal solutions 
and tha t the state of the metal can not be characterized as 
electrolytic. 
Consequently, the question t hat must be answered is this: 
I n what stat e is the dissolved metal with t h e result tha t it 
gives rise to the compressibilitiee observed! The pages that 
follow contain attempts to answer this question with the 
r eservation in mind that s ome future findings may alter the 
proposed schemes or even invalidate them since a great deal 
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of s peculative rea soning underlies t h em. The a ttempt at an 
answer may be assailed as a premature undertaki ng until con-
siderably more information about the systems becomes avail-
abl e from additional pr ecise experimenta l work. Never theless, 
it is contended that some answer, even though tentative, is 
justified a t this time by its usefulness as a guide t o fur-
ther experimental work. 
The ob jective of the foll owing discussion is to g ive an 
answer to t h is question regardi ng the sta te of the meta l in 
t h e concentra ted solutions by the formu l a tion of a reasonable 
model from consideration of existing data. This model should 
be capable of explaining all the obser ved pr operties of t h e 
sol utions if it is to be a guide to further work. 
Considerable encouragement and a dvice for setting up 
such a model is found i n Huckel's Structural Chemistrx of 
Inorganic ComQounds (3?) in which he discusses volume, com-
pressibility and bond length mea surements. With regard to 
the compl ete s pecification of the constitution of a system, 
he s tresses the necessity of determining both t he spatial 
arrangement s and the type of bonding between the unite in a 
sys t em. (Chapter II and V of ref. 3?; See also Chapt. III of 
ref. 78) 
Information pertinent to setting up such a model,a lso 
found i n t h e liter a t ure, includes deta iled descriptions of 
the liquid state and of the state of the solvent molecules 
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and solute ions in concentrated electrolyte solutions. The 
point of view taken by Bernal and Fowler (2), Stewart (?4a), 
and Frenkel (Chapt. lii of ref. 20) in regard to the structure 
of the liquid state is adhered to in the followi ng development 
of t he model. This point of view ascribes to liquids a 
crystalline structure in which the long range order possessed 
by a solid is lacking but in which short r ange order is pro-
nounced. Thus a model of the concentrated solutions will be 
set up a long t he lines of a solid crystal but will be made 
applicable to the actual liquid solution by asserting t he 
effects on the crysta l of t he disorder introduced. The extent 
to which such disorder modifies a crystal is appreciated by 
considering the effect of the melting process ona crystal 
l a ttice. The extens ive range of regula rity in arrangement 
surrounding a given central lattice site of a crystalline 
sol i d is reduced on melting so that irregula rities then exist 
a short distance away from the site. Again, the change in 
crystal l a ttice parameters on fusion are small as the volume 
increase of about 10% i ndicates. (20,32,64; also 4? and 85) 
Information concerning the constitution of solutions is 
found in the work of Prins (?0) a nd Meyer (60) both of whom 
consider that a solution ha s a common liquid structure diffe r-
ent from either constituent. For instance, the idea of a 
super l a ttice such as is found in a lloys is suggested to under-
lie the phenomenon of a solute superimposing its characteris-
tic lattice structure upon tha t of the solvent wh ich may have 
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a quite different structure. Boott's work with concentrated 
electrolyte solutions in Which he describes the critica l dis-
ruptive volmme of the sa lt in solution illustra t es t his def-
inite persistence of fea tures of the geometry of a solute 
in solution. (See Chapt. 8 of ref. 29) The literature on 
electrolyte solutions conta ins an instance in which hydrated 
ions have been represented as penetrable spheres. (See 
Appendix B, Section B-7 of ref. 29) Closely related to this 
repr esent a tion is one which has been given by Stokes and 
Robinson for concentrated calcium ni tra te solutions i~ Which 
the semi - solid gells which these form upon . supersa turation 
are considered a s an assembly of ions with partially filled 
hydration shells, possibly laid down around t he ions accord-
ing to some BET adsor ption isotherm. (Sect ion B-7 of r ef. 29) 
Thus it is apparant that various pictures exist for the state 
of the solute in concentrated solutions which, while possibly 
of some help to the problem at hand, on the whol e are insuf-
ficient to yield a complete understanding of the concent rat ed 
metal-ammonia solutions. 
A re-examinatiGn of t he illustrations present ed ea rlier 
of the l arge number of anomalous properties of t hese concen-
tra ted solutions (See Fige. 1 and 2) makes one aware of the 
variety of phenomena which any successful model must explain. 
It must represent the assembly of atoms and molecules in a 
spatial arrangement consistent with the low density and 
anomalous vo lume effects; it must represent the metalli c 
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conductivity and the degenera~e paramagnetism; and it must be 
capable of explaining the mechanical properties of high com-
pr essibility and low viscosity which i mply weak i ntermolecular 
forces. 
A sta rt toward the construction of such a model is now 
made with a suggestion by Huster (39) concerning the placement 
of t he constituent atoms and molecules in met a l-ammonia solu-
tions . I n comment ing on his magnetic studies, Huster suggest-
ed that the sodium ions a re surrounded by ammonia molecules 
firmly adhering to the ions due to the strong force between 
the ion and negative nitrogen end of the ammonia molecule, 
while the electrons experience forces of cohesion differing 
l i ttle from what they do in the compact metal. The concept 
of a strong interaction between the solvent ammonia and solute 
metal is likewi se held by Birch and McDonald (4c) who a ttri-
bute the van der Waal's type of vapor pressure-concentration 
isotherms wh ich they observe to such association. At this 
point, definite complexes of sodium and ammonia are now post-
ulated to be the building units of the model. Each such unit 
is considered to be a rigid entity made- up of a centra lly lo-
cated cation surrounded by a definite number of ammonia mole-
cules . These are arranged radially around t he cation with 
t heir nes ative nitrogen ends firmly attached (by ion-dipole 
interaction) to t he ion and with their pos i tive ends directed 
outward. 
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The stability of t he complex is determined by the stren-
gth of the ion-dipole interaction. The latera l forces be-
tween adjacent attached ammoniae probably have a s their 
principal role the maintainence of theequilibrium spread of 
the ammonias around the cation, i.e., they serve to offset 
any congregation of the ammonias at any particula r portion 
of the surface of the ion. This is felt to lead to an octa-
hedral arrangement of the ammoniasin the case of sodium 
where six atmnonias surround t he cation. Calculations of the 
ion-dipole interaction energy have been performed by Dr. 
Coulter of this l aboratory and are presented i n Fig. 19 by 
hie kind permission. The cation-ammonia dipole interactions 
are of a magnitude that suggests a fairly firm attachment of 
the ammonias to the ion. Later on when the question of 
liquid state structure is met it will be necessary to modify 
somewhat the extreme position taken with regard to this firm-
ness of bondi ng by recognizing the statistical fluctuations 
in the number of ammonias attached to a cation at any one 
instant. 
The next step to take. toward the construction of a 
satisfactory model of the concentrated metal-ammonia solu-
tions involves arranging the complexes in a manner consistent 
with the volume observed for the solutions. At -75°c. the 
density of a near saturated sodium-ammonia solution (6 moles 
NH~g.atom Na ) is 0.604 g/cm3• The actual state of affaire 
in the solution at this temperature should lie quite close 
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to that implicit in t h e model since t h is temperature is only 
a few degrees above the melting point of ammonia. 20? cc. of 
such a solution contains one gr am atom of sodium as 
N(6.023 x 1023 ) cations and N valence electrons. Each cat ion 
forms t he center of ane complex. Selecting the sodium-
ammonia solution for the following treatment, the dimensions 
of the complex are arrived at in the following manner: The 
0 
r adium of the sodium ion is taken as 0.98A , as given by 
Goldschmidt, (p. 330 of ref. 6?)tha t of each ammoni a mo lecule 
is 1.ai as g iven by x-ray measurements on solid crystalline 
ammonia (Page 286 of ref. 6?). In the ideal case each cation 
is octahedrally surrounded by six ammonia molecules (Chapt.II 
ofref . 3?,15) to form the complex with a cross-section dis-
tance of 9.16 i. As a first approximation the complex is 
considered to be a s phere with a diameter corresponding to 
t his erose-section distance of 9.16 i. In other words if the 
complex is thought of as freely rotating it sweeps out in 
space a spherical volume with r a dius 9.16/2 i. The simplest 
way of representing the solutions then is to assume tha t 
these s pheres are fitted i nto a cube by hexagonally close 
pack ing t hem. Calcula tion based on this arrangement which 
puts 6 spheres i nto a unit cell of height • 15 i and closest 
distance of approach of any two complexes • 9.16 i yields a 
volume of 32? co. for N complexes, a value considerably i n 
excess of that observed (vide supra ). 
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The failure of t~e model to yield a solution volume in 
agreement with the observed may be blamed upon the values 
used for the sizes of the ion and ammonia molecule or upon 
the assumption that the complex can be regarded as a rigid 
sphere. To speak about the •radius" of an ion is somewhat 
an oversimplification since a given observed •radius" comes 
about as a result of the delicate ba lance among several 
forces which differ depending on the structure in which the 
~ 
ion is located. The radius measured for the sodium ion in 
the NaCl crystal is not necessarily that which would be found 
for t he ion in a complex in the ammonia solutions. The ex-
tent to which the ion in the complex is subject to different 
forces from those it experiences in the crystal lattice is 
not known but is assumed to be small. At t he very worst if 
a 10% reduction in the size of the sodium ion happened to be 
eff ective, the resulting 2% altera tion to the diameter of the 
complex reduces t he calculated volume of the model by only 
6% to about 300 cc., a volume still in excess of tha t observ-
ed. 
Since in all probability use of the crystal radius of 
the cation is not seriously in error, a source of the present 
difficulty may be the value of the radius of the anm1onia 
molecule. After all, the value used above is from x-ray 
measurements on crystal solid sta te ammonia wherein the 
ammonia molecule has all of its hydrogens involved in N-H--N 
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hydrogen bonds sith surrounding ammonias. This radius could 
be quite inappropriate when applied to an ammonia in the com-
plex because in the complex none of the hydrogens of the 
ammonia are occupied in hydrogen bonds. Measurements wit h 
calcium hexammoniates disclose, however, that the size of 
the ammonia molecule when in this coordinating role is about 
the same as the size found for the molecule in the crystall-
ine solid. These measurements are t abulated below: {37) 
TABLE 6 
MOLAR VOLUMES OF AMMONIA 
Compound Kolar Volume of NH3 
CaC12.NH3 19. 88 co. 
CaC12.2NH3 19.39 
CaC12.4NH3 19.66 
CaC12.6NH3 19.63 
Crystalline NH3 19.6 
The value 1.8 i for the radius of the ammonia ia accordingly 
acceptable for use in the model. 
Since uncertainties in the sizes of the cation and 
ammonia molecule are eliminated a s a probable explanation 
for the lack of agreement between the calculated and observ-
ed volume, the assumption regarding the effective shape of 
the complexes as rigid s pheres must be rejected. This then 
permits tighter packing together of the complexes by enmesh-
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ing in various ways the prouruding ammonias to obtain a small-
er over-all volume. Of course doing this rules out any poss-
ibility of free rotation for the complexes now fitted toge-
ther in the assembly. 
A little manipulation with the complexes soon makes it 
evident that if a volume of 207 co. is to be obtainable with 
N such units hexagonal close packing or face-centered cubic 
packing alone are valid. A decision between them would imply 
more detailed knowledge of the solutions than is at present 
available. Computa tion of the lattice parameters for an 
assemb ly of N intermeshing complexes of the dimensions assign-
ed above yield the following two sets of values: For close 
packing in an arrangement which locates the cation centers 
of the complexes at the sites of a face-centered cubic 
lattice: 
Length of aide of unit cell: 
Semi-face diagonal {distance 
of closest appr oach of two 
adjacent cations): 
11.1 i 
For close packing which locates the cations at the sites of 
a hexagonal close packed lattice: 
Height of a unit cell: 
Length of an edge of the 
hexagonal base of the 
unit cell {distance of 
closest approach of two 
cations): 
12.8 i 
7.85 i 
In both arrangements each cation at the center of a complex 
has 12 nearest neighbors in the form of cations at the cen-
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ters of their respective complexes. 
At this point of the development it seems appropriate to 
bring attention to the highly fictitious character of the 
model in respect to the perfect crystallinity assumed and to 
examine the nature of the modifications to this ideal crystal 
model which proper recognition of the actual liquid state of 
the solutions demand. Caution has been advised in assuming 
in the liquid state those configurations of molecules ident-
ified in an isolatable solid. Thus even though such solids 
as Ca(NH3 )6 have been prepared (3), in a concentrated calcium 
ammonia solution this structure is not necessarily maintained. 
An examination of the solubility data at -33°0. for alkali 
metal-ammonia solutions reveals that a saturated sodium 
ammonia solution has the composition 5.4 moles of ammonia per 
gram atom of sodium. a saturated lithium solution, 3~8 moles 
NH /g. atom Li. These non-integral r atios together with the 
3 
observed small vapor pressures of the ammonia above these 
saturated solutions gives some indication of the modification 
to an ideal crystal model which the liquid state existence 
requires. The statistical viewpoint summarizes the signifi-
cant aspect of this examination when it represents the solu-
tiona by a crystal lattice model in which thermally induced 
fluctuations in the positions of the cations and ammonia 
molecules introduce a degree of disorder. Thus an instant-
aneous picture of the model may find some of the complexes 
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with 4, some with 5 a nd some with 6 attached ammonias; some 
exactly a t the l attice sites, some of the complexes displaced. 
The time average of such instantaneous pictures corresponds 
to the actually observed state of the solutions. 
Upon returning now to the ideal picture of the a ssembly 
of i nt ermeshing complexes in a close packed volume of 207 co. 
one first must decide on some particular l attice and then pro-
ceed to a closer examination of the result of the close pack-
ing. The face-centered cubic packing is found to lend itself 
most readily to this detailed consideration so this arrange-
ment will be a s sumed merely for convenience and not with any 
intention of indicating a preference over a hexagona l packing 
in t h e actua l solutions. 
Two significant features of the face-centered packing of 
the complexes by intermeshing the protruding ammonias are at 
once apparent . These are the relative positions which tne 
ammonias of the complexes a re caused to assume by such pack-
ing and the magnitude of the distances between the cations of 
two adjacent complexes. The significance of these two fea-
tures will be demonstrated in the following discussion where 
with remarkable success it will be possible by means of them 
to account fully for all the anomalous properties of the 
concentrated metal-ammonia solutions. 
First of all, it is immediately evident upon close exam-
ination of the model tha t the ammonia molecules of adjacent 
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complexes in the l a ttice are placed in such a position rela-
tive to each other that strong repulsive forces must be ex-
pected. Each ammonia is a dipole with its positive hydrogen 
end pointing radi a lly outward from the central cation. The 
0 
complexes fit on the lattice {f.c.c.) with 7.85 A. between 
each cation. The complexes can be positioned at these lat-
tice sites with their six octahedrally orientated ammonia 
molecules directed along the six orthogonal unit cell edges 
or parallel to these. The unit cell edge is 11.1 i., which 
is adequate to accomodate the two ammonias which lie along 
this line and in addition allows about 2 i between their out-
er-most boundaries, or about 5.6 i. between their centers. 
The hexagonal lattice would g ive rise to similar parameters 
but a body-centered cubic would g ive too short a distance 
along the line which should accomodate the two ammonias of 
adjacent complexes. The force of repulsion between the two 
ammonias dipoles pointing at each other a long this line is 
characterized as having a l/r3 dependency on distance between 
the centers of the dipoles considered a s point distributions 
of charge. This is based on a discussion b,y Yarganau (58) of 
dipole-dipole inter action in which he points out that the 
statistically determined ~r6 interaction of freely rotating 
dipoles breaks down when r is smaller than 7 i. The fact 
that the ammonias are not freely rotating in t he model altere 
3 the type of force law applicable. The 1/r force of repulsion 
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thus operative in this model causes th~ complexes to mutually 
repel each other. This effect can be readily assoc iated with 
t he anoma lous volura.e expansion which accompanies preparat ion 
of the concentrated solutions from the constituents. 
It is rea lized that the orient a tion of the complexes 
assumed here corr esponds to a higher energy than must exist 
in the actual solution because the repelling dipoles resist 
being held in such a position postulated wherein they point 
stra i ght a t each other. It can only be reemphasized here 
t hat t he truest model should be one that has been constructed 
by loca ti ng the complexes to correspond to mi n imum potential 
energy for the whole assembly after carefully plotting t h e 
po t ent ial energy field f or all possible orient ations of the 
complexes. However. t h is pr.ogram leads to refi nements i n 
the proposed model of too little significanc e to merit the 
labo r of car ryi ng it out. The present model emphasizes the 
primary orientations and interactions which are believed to 
exist in the actual solutions. 
The question comes to mind immedia tely regarding the 
cohesive energy of the model which must obviously be balanced 
off aga inst the repulsive energy to establish t he equilibrium 
l a ttice int ~rvals and the observed voltime of the solutions. 
That this cohesive energy is very small is inferred from 
physi ca l reasoning which equates it to the magnitude of the 
repulsive energy a t equi librium. And at equilibrium the 
latter is sma ll on account of the large value of r 0 • 
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A possible source of the cohesive energy is seen to be 
the valence electrons of the dissolved metal which up to now 
have not been included in the model. The magnetic measure-
ment s as well as the conductivity measurements indicate that 
the electrons in the concentra ted solutions must eaist as a 
degenerate electron gas not too unlike that found in the solid 
metal. Since it is believed that the electrons in the meta l 
provide the cohesive energy of the metal by their manner of 
inter acting with the lattice of positive ions, (Chapt. 10, 
ref. 72) it is postulated that they play the same role in the 
concentrated metal-ammonia solutions by weakly i nteracting 
with the assembly of solvated cations. Such a picture is 
equiv~lent to that of an expanded metal in which the ca tions 
have been solvated by ammonia mo~ecules and the electron. 
cloud interaction with these g ives rise to a smaller cohesive 
energy as a result of the l arger separations of the cations. 
According to Frerucel (page 99 of ref. 20) the cohesive energy 
of a lattice just about vanishes when the distance between 
any two molecules is doubled (compared with that a t absolute 
zero). Thus due to t he work done on the system, an expanding 
lattice has decreasi ng cohesive energy until at the volume 
where all cohesion vanishes the total work done on the lattice 
equals the energy of cohesion. From such considerations it 
is immediately evident that the cohesive energy corresponding 
to t he expanded metal is smaller tha n that possessed by the 
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normal condensed metal. Since the inter-cat i on distance in 
the model of the concentrated solutions is ?.85 i. whereas 
it is 3.?2 i in sodium metal, (Chapt. 26 of ref.38 ) the co-
hesive energy i n the solution must be very small on the basis 
of Frenkel's discussion. 
An a lternative wa.y of looking at the interaction of the 
electrons with the cation l a ttice in a metal is tha t ascribed 
to Pauling. (Chapt. 11 of ref.6?) His picture of a metal is 
one in which resona ting one and two electron covalent bonds 
are considered to exist between any centrally located cation 
of the lattice and its nearest neighbor cations. The cohes-
ioa of a metal is a direct consequence of such bonding and 
anything tha t affects the strength of these bonds alters the 
cohesion of the metal. In the concept of an expanded metal 
which has been applied to the model of the concentrated metal-
ammonia solutions the larger inter-cation distances may be 
considered to weaken the strength of the resonating cova lent 
bonds between t h e solvated cations and as a consequence g ive 
rise to a sma ller energy of cohesion in agreement with the 
conclusions reached by reasoning with Frenkel. 
A fairly complete model of the concentrated solutions 
has now emerged from these preceeding considerations and is 
sketched in Fig. 20. A rigid complex of six octahedrally 
orientated ammoni a molecules surrounding a sodium ion forms 
the basic unit in a f ace-centered cubic or hexagonal lattice. 
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The ammonias surrounding the sodium are all pointing outward 
their positive hydrogen ends so that when the complexes are 
close packed by placing them on the lattice sites of one of 
the above t wo crystal arrangements and a t the s ame time in-
termeshing the protruding ammonias in order to attain a small 
volume, strong repulsions are obviously set up since the 
ammonias point head on. The resulting mutual repulsion of 
the complexes tends to increase the volume of the crystal by 
leading to large inter-complex distances until the repulsive 
force has dropped to the same small magnitude as characteri-
zes the weak cohesive force of the electron cloud solvated 
cation lattice interactions. This i dea lized model more nearly 
corresponds to the actual state of affaire in the solutions 
when the disorder that typifies the liquid state i£ i ntroduc-
ed. 
It is now possible to proceed with a demonstration of 
the effec tiveness of this model in explain~ng the anomalous 
properties of the concentrated metal-ara.monia solutions. A 
glance at the plots of the various properties as functions of 
concentration shows that in general the concentra ted solutions 
are set off r ather mar kedly from the even moderately dilute 
by the almost abrupt change in the course of these plots at 
concentrations around 20 to 30 moles NH~g.atom meta l. In 
fact it might be said that at concentrations of meta l higher 
than this the solutions may be considered to be pseudo-one-
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component liquids, rather than the two component solutions 
they are in the dilute region. This single component is of 
course the complex postulated above, and the properties of 
the concentrated solutions are those of an assembly of these 
complexes. The solutions more dilute than about 30/l contain 
so much ammonia that the distiactive properties of the com-
plex are increasingly lost amidst the new interactions which 
appear in the dilute region such as that between the electron 
and the annnonia to form the solvated eledtron for instance. 
The electrical conductivity of metal-ammonia solutions 
rises rapidly with increase in concentration beyond 40 moles 
NH~g.atom metal and approaches a value of saturation which 
is the same order of magnitude as that of mercury. (See Fi g. 
la) It is possible to explain this behavior by means of the 
model giving particular attention to the expanded metal con-
cept. The dependence of the energy levels on interatomic 
distance in sodium metal is shown in Fig. 21. The separation 
of the solvated cations in the model is indicated by the dot-
ted line while that of the cations Of solid sodium metal is 
g iven by the solid line. More dilute solutions than 6/1 
which is just about the saturated solution composition have 
0 
cation separations greater than 7.85 A. Metallic conductiv-
ity is associated with the presence in a system of overlapp-
ing broad conduction bands such as are shown for solid sodium. 
The rapid convergence of the bands to single energy levels 
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. 
which widely separate as intercation distance is lengthened 
can be linked to the rapid decrease in conductivity with di-
lution if the expanded metal concept of the solut ions is 
accepted making this plot a valid representation for the sol-
utions. 
The phenomenon of the occurrence at about 10/ 1 of a max-
imum in the volume expansion accompanying preparation of the 
solutions from metal and ammonia (See fig. lc) provides a 
parti·cul arly sensitive test of the forces assumed in the 
model. If it is granted that the repulsion between the com-
plexes reaches its largest net value at the concentration 
10/1 where the maximum occurs, then t he decrease inAVaocom-
panyi ng dilution on the one hand and approach to saturation 
on the other receives the following interpretation. Addition 
of ammonia molecules in excess of those a ttached to t he oat-
ions brings about a decrease in the mutual repulsion of the 
complexes as a result of the interactions ' (principally hydrogen 
bonds)· of these extraneous molecules with the molecules attach-
ed to the cations. Dilution beyond 10 moles NH~g.Btom Na 
results in decreasing l:iV out to t he limit of pure solvent. As 
the concentration at saturaiion is approached from the concen-
tration at the maximum 4'1by removing the ammonia molecules 
from among the complexes these are brought closer together 
, 
with the result that the cohesive energy i ncreases and the AV s 
decrease. (Chapt. 29 in ref. 73) 
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The phase separation phenomenon pictured in Fig. ld re-
ceives a p lausible explanation if the concentra ted phase 
which separ a tes from the dilute at lower temper a tures is con-
sidered to be a pseudo ~ne-component pha se of complexes as 
sugges ted above. 
The viscosity measurements carried out by K1kuti (45) 
with sodium-ammonia solut ions show that only a small decrease 
in viscosity occurs in going from the pure solvent to a con-
centra tion of about 20 to 30 moles NH~g . atom Na whereas at 
higher concentrations the decrease is pronounced, indicating 
a significant change in the nature of the solutions. This 
behavi or is readily explained by representing the solution 
of concentration greater than 20/1 as increasingly a pseudo 
one- component liquid. Thus , whereas the higher viscosity of 
the dilute solutions a ppears to be l a r gely due to the same 
i n t e rmolecula r forces that are preaent in the pure solvent, 
probably hydrogen bonds between the ammonias. t he lower vis-
cosity of the concentrated s olutions is that of the assembly 
of complexes. 
An explana tion of the viscosity of the concentra ted sol-
utions is supported by the theory of viscosity whi ch Grunberg 
and Nisean have recently proposed. (28 ) Viscous flow in 
associated liquids is said to involve the breaking of the 
weaker i ntermolecula r bonds which exist between aggrega tes of 
molecules but not the stronger i ntermolecula r bonds (such as 
hydrogen bonds) which maintain the identity of the aggregates . 
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Applied to ammonia solutions, this theory i dentifi es the 
uni ts of viscous flow as the complexes held toget her a s units 
by the strong ion-dipole bonds. In viscous flow these units 
move as a whole, the weak inter-complex bonds, those a ssoci&-
ted with the cohesive energy of the lattice , being the bonds 
wh ich a r e severed. 
Finally , the compressibility measurements of this re-
s earch require inter preta tion on the basis of t he model. The 
significant feature of these is t he l a r ge i ncrea s e in com-
pr essibility on approa ching the h i ghest concentrations. As 
with the other properties discussed, the i ncreas e becomes 
pronounced at concentr a tions grea t er than about 30 mo l es NHs/ 
g . a tom metal. The explana tion again seems to be that the 
compr essibility of solutions more concentrated t han about 30/1 
i s that of a pseudo one-component liquid.(See,for ezample.Ref. 
65) 
The compr essibility of a system is a measure of the mag-
ni t ude of the forces be~ween the units of the system and of 
the r a te wi th which the ener gy of the system increases with 
small displ acements about the equilibrium positions of the 
units. For a system a t absolute zero this is expressed in 
the following way: (See page ?6 of ref. ?2; also 22) 
ca&Efav~)\'=Vo -= 'lev ;a) 
where E = Erepulsi ve + Ecohesive 
V : volume , V0 • equilibrium volume 
;8 : compressibility 
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If the energy dependence on the volume is plotted, a 
Morse curve is obtained with a minimum determined by {!E/0v)V-:.~0° 
and with a depth {or steepness of rise on either side of the 
minimum) proportional to ( ~% V)..) Vr-Vo • The higr1 compress-
ibility of the concentrated solutions corresponds to a small 
1-o~eL ).\ 
value or~· 7~V/v~v0 which can be represented by an energy-
volume curve having a shallow minimum at v0 • In terms of the 
model this amounts to visualizing the complexes as located in 
shallow potential wells so that upon small displacements about 
their equilibrium distances of separation they experience only 
small energy increases. The very small cohesive and repulsive 
energies postulated to exist in the lattice of the complexes 
are consistent with this potential energy picture. The de-
crease in compressibility which sets in upon dilution is a re-
sult of the approach to conditions which characterize the di-
lute solutions and the pure solvent. 
The apparent divergence between the sodium and lithium 
solution (compressibility versus concentration ) curves can be 
ascribed to the larger cohesive energy of the lith ium metal. 
The compressibili ties reported by Bridgman ( 6) for the meta.ls 
at room temperature are about 9xlo-6cm2 kg-1 for lithium and 
about 15xl0-6cm2 kg·l for sodium. Near saturation the indi-
vidual compressibilities of the metals tend to assert them-
selves. 
n~cidely lower valu~of the compressibility observed 
15? 
for the calcium solution is accounted for on the ba sis of the 
relatively larger cohesive energy of calcium. A lattice of 
doubly charged cations should exhibit roughly half the com-
pressibility of a lattice of singly charged cations according 
to Bridgman (6) because the compressibility of an ionic l at-
tice as well as of a metal ha.s the same dimensions as e - 2r 0 4 , 
where e is the charge on the ion and r 0 is the equilibrium 
inter-ionic distance. If this treatment can be extended to 
the lattice of complexes the compressibility observed can be 
seen to agree remarkably well with that estimated on this 
ba sis of double cha r g e on the calcium ion. 
An a lternative explanation can be fo und in the discussion 
by Sl a ter of the r e l a tive compressi bilities of the a l kali and 
a alkaline earth meta ls. (Chapt. 2? of ref. ?3) Increased 
tightness of binding is expected in a met al lattice of the 
alkaline earths in which twice the number of electrons com-
pa red to t h e alkali metals is availe.ble for forming resona ting 
covalent bonds between the cations. rte remarks: 
•th is phenomenon (is) not (much) different from that 
met in homopolar binding ,where double and triple 
bonds give considerably tighter binding than single 
bonds ; only in the metallic case, each bond is even 
lese t han a single bond in strength•. {p.455,ref . ?3) 
An interpretation of the temperature coefficient of the 
ve locity and of adiabatic compressibili ty for each solution is 
not easily given, though the general picture rela ting to these 
coefficients is not inconsistent with the proposed model . That 
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is, visualizing the concentrated solution as a pseudo one-
component liquid anables one to compare t he observed proper-
ties of t his solution to those expected for a normal one-com-
ponent liquid . The comparison indicates normal liquid behav-
ior for the solutions since a normal liquid has a decreasing 
vel~city of sound with increasing temperature and has an in-
creasing compressibility with increasing temperature both of 
which are found to be true for the metal-ammonia s olutions. 
More specific interpretations of the observed velocity 
and compressibility temperature coefficients should explain 
the fact that tor the most concentrated solution measured , 
8 . 3/l Na, t h e velocity temperature coefficient is less than a 
third of that of the pure ammonia, -2. 0 m./sec./ deg . for the 
solution vs. -6.5 m. /sec ./deg . for pure ammonia. Compared 
with this large difference is t h e s~ll difference between the 
compressibility temperature coefficients of 8 .3/1 solution and 
pure ammonia, o. 3xlo-12cnt2 /dyne/deg. v.ersus 0. 25xlo-12cm2/dyne/ 
deg. 
Seve~al suggestions regarding additional investigation 
with the concentrated metal-ammonia solutions have come to 
mind duri ng the development of t he model. A measurement of 
the electrical resistance of the saturated solution a s a func-
tion of pressure would Sierve to test the model with respect to 
t he expanded metal postulate. With most ordinary me t als Bridg-
man ha s found a negative pressure resistance coefficient (6}. 
Compressibility measurements at high pressures are suggested. 
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ABSTR.'-CT 
1'he ~~di :~ oat i c Com_n·assi -oi li ties of Conct1nt r <. ted 
~1etLl -jlJ!llaO Eia ~elutions 
Robert Hz.rri s ::aybu1·y 
Co ucentrat ed solutions of t he a l ::C:H li ('nd f' l kaline ee1·th 
Elet;..~ ls i n liquirl auunonia po s sess _pronounced ly tnet::J llic prop-
erti es wherens t he dj.lute so lutiol1S , blue i n co l or , dis:9lay 
ty.:.:> icA. lly el0ctro l y t ic !)royerties . 'l'h ese so l utions o'rer 
th~ir ·•11lole r anue of concentra ti on have been exter'1siv<.; ly 
investigat ed by C . ~ . Yu-a us and co - workers with t he result t!ln t 
a consideroble body of em_:>irico l i nf ormation reu~ rding the 
solutions is a. t h a r-d . '.~.'he co ~~centr $!. ted ret.; i on , r)et'.1een 40 
m.oles :tm3/e; atom ule te. l and satur&:;i on ( 6/1 for sodium, 4/1 
for lith i um , etc ) has an electricr l c onducti"lity t hat i ncreases 
over C:\ thoua~· nd- fold bet ween t hese l i mi t s to ;; vvlue ~·: t sa t ur-
ation of the same order of mugni t ude found for met a ls . Over 
·t~1is range a mur ".ed drop i n viscosity i s o"bser'led , the Vl l ue 
at satur~tion 'being 0 . 140 Cl) e. s ace inst t he vHl ue 0 . 230 a t 
abo..tt 50/1 . .Fo r !na tion of t h e soluti ons from t he constituents 
i s nc com_:>a:n i ed by a l c. r t;e v o l'..l..te ef fec t \Vi t h a rooxiltmm of 43cc . 
o t about 11/1 . · ·i th regard to the l.~aLnetic !)ro_:>crties t'._e 
concentr uted solutions ore f ound to )osseso e rlegenerc.te 
parn:ma t;netic susce)ti bi 1i t y quite si:ui l a r to t he < 1. :<• li mo~a1s 
thenselves . "l!'i na1ly , ev i ~lence of the Lletl!l1l ic nature of t h ese 
solut ~~ons appears from the result s of photo- elec tri c s t ud i es 
which show a surfa ce effec t . 
'l'he neeJ i s r ecognized :or a struct :.~!"::t l :nodel of the 
concentrDt ed solutions ·,yhich \f • ·tld serve to r ~> lr te t hese 
na.n:r ,.)ropertj e s . ·i t :1 t he-! o'bjective of ievelo:ping such a 
mo~le 1, <.~ ddi ti o•1a l ex_)eri meut r· l studies t'tre con tem9l o ted . 
The Fl_1)l'O)ri;.. tenecs of C. i rect i ne; these a l on{,; the l i ne cf 
..,1resoure- v o lume- t em)era ture rel::. t ionsh i. 'J~ i s oug,~e sted by 
the nnt-J.mt:~ lous volume ef fects uisp l ay e d. i n t h ese solutions. 
·illx:.:;u l nr tion of tl...e lit erc~ t u.re r evet-tl s the ~lp!)J. i. cr.oj l. i ty 
to th ( tt~Jy of ~-v -t relati onshi)S in l iquids rnd s o luti onE 
of cotJ .:ness i bi li ty .... easurement s . i :ore r ectmt r1or\: i n t h is 
d.i :::-action h:-ts be en employin..:. ul t r: eo nic vel ocity uensureme:-1ts 
with ef~ac tivenees and a s a coDsequenc e the me<: sur ement o f 
ul trc:.son.tc v e loc iti e s i n concent r ::1 t ed rr.e t o 1 ammonia. so lut :.ons 
i s pro)oseJ . 
:nectrolyte so l v.t i ons •"' r e obser ved to h1> v e c decr -~2.s ing 
compressibility with i ncrec sing concen tra t i on of t he sol~te . 
This oeJ1nvior sto:ns fr01!1 the Ol')er e ti on of Sl?eci f i c i nt erne -
t ions between the i ons a nd solvent molecule~ ~ t e r wed electro -
:::: t ri0t i on . :By C0 111.9aring such r esults with t h e results of 
co.·l;,"lres. i .:>i li ty me&surements i n conc cntrr ted metal - mmnou i a 
s olutions i t is ho.:,)e<l t hat i nformatio n ret:·ardint the sta ~e 
of t :i.te di::H~o lvc..l .. 1et .... 1 may be ootc. ined . 
A mod ifieJ. elect r oni c ~:mlse t echni que for measul'ir•c the 
velocities of sound of ultr'~ so nic fr ,3quency i n liquids i R 
:;du.)te.l . I n eenence ~:!'1is met ho d req,uires meas ur etnent of t h e 
adcli tionul time of tr<:!nsi t \"lhich a sound signal is required 
to 'Gu~ce between a. source and receiver when the distanc e be-
t•.veen tilese is i ncreased by a mea sured amount . 1'hese t1m 
mee surements , A t, the addi tio~al ·time of tre>. nsi t e.nd 4.1, 
the ~ddi tiona i path leng th a r e c ombined to yield t~e velocity 
by the expression: 
Velocity (meters per second ) • A 1 tmet~ 
A t secon.dST 
'fhe equipment consists of : t wo 2 me . x-cut qucrt:?. 
crysta. l s Inour.tted fac e t o f r:;. ce wi thi n the bo dy of the solution 
cor1t n i ned in a g l ass c e ll; a trPvel l ing screw by means of 
whieh one of t he cr:rstals is r.1oved per:oendicula rly to the 
other ; a pr ec i sion ca thetometer desi gned to mee sure t he in-
c r ease in :9ath length bet v-reen the c rysta ls u~Jon operat:i.on of 
the t r c·.velli ng screw; electronic equipment to a ctua t e one 
crystal i nto tr~nsni s~ ion of s onic ~~ls es int o t he solution; 
e lectronlc equi.._J1nent to time a ccur a tely the receipt of the 
pulr;~s 2:. t :he second crysta 1 ; c:nd such auxi ll i a ry ap.!.Je.r a tus 
a s e1 st irrer in tlle solution , a t her w.ocouple and a thermo-
:Jtntting bath to surround the cell . A P- 4 ijy nchroscol)e is 
utilized for dr iving t lle sending crysta l nnd for observ-ing 
the rec eived si6nals ; accur a t e ti r1 ing is accompl i shed by the 
ins c:rtion i nto the oscilloscOJ.)e circuit of a 1 0 , 000 ohm 
decu ~le res iste.nce box the settin0 s of which rsre caJ i'br~.ted 
in u nits of time . 
J. ty_:)icRl ex_:>eri ,r.er'!t :")roceeJ.s in t~1e fol l owi ng ":If. y : 
First , -~r. e -ol:.lti:.m is _>r~pPred i r. t:_P cell by i1 troduci:: e., a 
v:e :.. .. _; • ~ s~ .pl. e of :netc.l , ,·Oii:::.ens ii .. t.- i u u_)on it 1 wei~hed 
qu&nti ty ot· an:noria and effecti1 _ com.~.')lete U.issolution of the 
r:tet,: l o: o_>or·.tins the l.lbfl eticc.ll y actut:. tell o'.;irrer . ~ .... ecoi ·1 -
l v: , t!.:.e tcm.oer. ture of the bflth i s broucht to t.te oper: ti::r: 
de__:r.::e 1 r1d J,l::tiLt<">. in8J ste.,.Jy by tnHnua l •~dditicJl1 o f dry ice to 
t}.e b th l i q..ti:i isO-::,Jro,Dyl ::1 lcohol . :l!,innll} , the [;.ct·.w.l 
,Jler.sureJhents <' re bq;un . ·..:.•he te .. _,e!" t re d"! t.:. in t'1e form of 
.?ote. tim1( ter re· J i :1; <·re recorded . l-ext th e initia l 90~ ·· tion 
of t·.1e tr.:. vellinL scre'7 is noted in the for u of a cat:!teto:~eter 
r· ·.; cline aftPr 11hich the scr eY: is O:?er~·ted to cha! t;e t l.e pnth 
le1t-ti1 bct,/een the cTystals . 'i'he :·inf•l .>ocition is agc.i~ 
rr:;a.l f:-vll the cc·~hetoweter and recorde~l . Coucn rrently the 
dial f.'ettings of the iecad.e resi::.t:n•ce box have been recurt"ec'!. . 
'1.'1.Le sit.;.m .. l ap!)e~'r i ~ g on the scr een hr·s l.H~en initially o.li .:_ n ed 
witl~ t.. ::cefer ... uce lt.<-•1';1: but suf 1'ers diepl:~ceJ,1 ellt with respect 
to this mar k wl1e11 the path length is a l tered. -'he t>i_.n<'l i s 
thr-m returned to its i r..i ti:; l :~os ition o '! t..lig1u.1cnt b:: re~etti:· g 
tLe .lec: • ..ie recistance box ·.~hich is so loca t ed in the ci r cuit 
of t:J.e oscillosco9e th:.' t it effec t s t1d s s!tifti ;(; of t~-e 
s l~n·~ l wl ell lihe ·1ox res i st~nce is change .... . 
Over e. r DnLe of temperett •. ue ext endiu£$ f1·om -33°0. to -?QOC 
sou!!l "Ve loc.:. i.y is mensured i n so l ut i ons of eo<li utrl , li thi uta , 
cr>, lc i U·l L nd pot::-ssi u.n io.:.:.ide of ~ ifferent concentr a ti on::: . 
Prom the da t C). collec ted ve l ocities are calculflted. b.di e -
be.. tic c:ow9ress i b ili ties a re t hen co:r::pute<.t frorr1 t h es e veloc i -
tieo and the corresponding v~ lues of t he density obta i ned 
from litera t u r e , by t he exp r ess ion : 
;3, c . Yyoc':> 
wbere t6;is the adi abct tic coru.pr e~:;e:ibili ty 
~ i s t be denf:l ity 
C is t l1 e me a sured veloc ity 
h. particularly s i~nificant representation of the recults 
is o~t~ined upon plott ing the adi abatic com?ree~ibility Bt 
0 
- 40 C. ve:csus concentre.tion. This plot r:ta ke s it ir:·llnedic:Jtely 
e..,riden t t hat t he Bet a l - e,::u-ooni a solutions a re not electrolytic 
in !lt, ture for t hey c:re seen to ex}Jibi t a ri se i n comJ.)reof.ii -
b i lity wi th concentration wherees for :..a , E~.TJ electro lyte , e 
decrr::use , in agrP-ement with t h eory , is obs erved . 
T.r~is addit:i.onal information cotJtbined vri th t he c: rray of 
f e cts concer n i ng c ullcentr& . t ed meta 1- a.rrJnonia solutions preeent -
ed in t he begi nni ng is !;!F1Je the be.sis for the const.ruc t.:. on 
of a beometric2l model . Followi ng A suggestion in t h e li ter -
ature a unit i s postulate{~ called a compl ex and consist in&. of 
the £:,let~:~ l ca t ion surrounded by f ou.r or s ix anu.ro n i E n•olecules 
having c;n outvn.?.r<l orienta tion of t heir hydroe;ens . The strer1gth 
of the io n- dipole bond. between t he ion n11d the ni t rogen end of 
the :.1,rraonie. is apJ_)ealed t o in support of the r eality of ~uch 
e comp l ex • . J!..dopt:Lon of the point of Yiew of Berns.l and 
::?owl e1· , 8tev,a,rt and Frenl:e l with regard to t he quas i-crystt·l -
line structure of l i q1 ids le2ds to the pootul~•.te th<:> t these 
cor. _· lexn: ~:~ s ri,ziJ units occU..?Y the aiteo of lcttice of a 
li ui '-1 .. tc. te cryctal i .. e., en arr angen1ent in \'lhicl' SOllie dis -
oxdeT ic ~rev~lent . To obtain 2creemcnt wi th obne~ved de~sity 
values it b ecomes neceosary in the close- pac~i.i!•g of thef;e 
cor1 )lexcs to i ntermesh the l)rotru.diEg a uHnoniv.s . 
r.epulsive f orces between adjacent complexes ~1re e direct 
consequence of the ~bove c lose-p~·cking since a•,liJO'lin dipoles 
r re _wei tloued pointing their net;[.>tiye hydrot.ens :=- t eecl1 other . 
':'lli::; re)uloion results in the establis}•l•Jent of l e r e.e inter -
co •· ~llex di st,~nces , e. cot)clusion w: ich is c : prble of ex:p:t·.ining 
the ol serveJ. vo lume increr-.se of t :1ese so lutior•a u pon t:t eir 
:re)aretion from the constituents . 
T~e cohesive ene~cJ of the lcttice of repellin~ colliplexcs 
is _·or?tul~ted to :.. rise fro•·J t he intcrnction of the metPl ii'f1l-
ence el ':>C trona with the lc.tt i ce of sol V'-' ted ca tio r:s . fl oi!:li lar 
inter Lction tiViPg rise t o the cohesive enercy in metels • 
. AccordirJL l.y , the model t r1 !ces on th0 as:9ects of Pn expr.:nded 
1:1et: 1 , D. pi<.;turP t 1w.t i e helpful in i n terpreti r t severr• 1 of 
t l!e observed propertieo . J'or exc-1r.p l e , the e l ectrical con<J.uc -
tivi ty '-lec!'eases with (lj l ution f!'o tr the hiLh ve.lue E.t sa t t:.r [l -
tion vs t result of th3 i ncree.sed i nter - c P-t ion d ist.:•nce _)::.' t• -
dt,;ced on ~lilutieon , for \7i th t his i ncl'eE· se the ov~rlr· .Pl.>in£ 
broe•d conduction b~n'"ls of tlle more condensecl state rarrow 
down 1:·nd sepaN~te i nto discrete l eve ls • 
• 
r ltern~tively this interaction of t h e electrons with 
~1e &olvrted cation l a ttice is represented Lccording to 
?auling ' s vie~s by ~ostulating the existence of reaon~ting 
covalent bonds between any one central solva ted cation and 
its ne(."lrest neighbor ca t ions . 'l'he small cohes ive ener~y in 
the ex_:;anded met a l then is looked a t F• s a. result of the 
wecdcenin[ of these bonds by the establishment of l are;er 
inter - cation distances . 
J.no t her visualiza tion of the s olution i n t erms of this 
noJ.e l is t hat w: ich represents t he concentre.ted sol uti oi s as 
E-. pseudo one- component li qui<: , the single component beir1g. 
the com.9lex. 'fhua the noticeable chnnge in t he course of 
) ro ... ~erty YB concent rat i on curves which occurs in 9aas i ng 
fro rG. the dilute rec;ion to t h e concentruted a t about 40/1 can 
·oe E~. ccounted fo r by assu~ing the properties of t he two-com-
ponent d ilute solut ion change over i !lto t h ese of t he one -
compol lent concentrated solution . 'l'he viscosity curv~s a.re 
pl:-u·t iculet r ly readi ly i nter ,reted on this besis . 'l'he l ow 
viscosity in the concentra t ed solutions are considered. to 
i nJicate the move~ent of t he complexes as t he uni ts o f vis-
cous flow duri ng vd1ich the small i n t e r - complex bonds that 
~ive rise to the ~eak cohesive and repu lsive enereies are 
fractured wh ile the stron~ i n tra- complex bonds meir.tairJ the 
identity of t he complex e nd are not f racturPd . 
Th e results of the compressi bi li ty meP sur emente c-.re 
given the fol l owing int erpr etation based on t he model. From 
t!le tlJeoretictll rel:-~t i onshi9 betweer: ener gy of e. l e t tice and 
cu111_ ressi bi li ty : 
\there E :: ~ ( cohes ive) + E ( repul sive) 
V • volmne , V0 • equi librium volun:e 
(J : compr ess i b i li t y 
it i c seen t hat a h i gh compressibil i t y corresponds t o a small 
value of 
This l a tter expreas i on proport ional to t he depth of a po t en-
ti~l well expresses the fact that mechanicel units ( the co~­
~lej~ee) located in the shallow wells ot ffer· only small ener!,;y 
clLal!Les in executing smal l displ~cements a bout t heir equil-
ibri\.u11 po siti o11s . 'i'he small c ohesive and repulsive enert,ies 
~esigned the assembly of c omplexes are r esponsible for these 
ahsll ow wel l s . 
The BI!lall J.ivere.-;ence observed for the coml)rensi bi l j. t y 
curves of l i t hitutt snU. sodiur11 solutions on aplJr oaching S6t ure.-
tion is ret=>.sonably expla i ned by the known difference betweeri 
tl~e cohcei ve enere;iea of the t wo so lj d meta l s \7hich becon-.e 
more i !11portant Lt the smal ler i nt er - cc.tion diste.nces of the 
saturated solution. Calcium so l ution has a very much lower 
com )reasibi l ity tha n does the a lka l i 111etal solutions , a fact 
underatandb.ble in vi ew of the doubled numbe1· of e l ectrons 
. 
ave.il&.ble in calcium sol ut i on for forming resoneti ng COV101lent 
·bo1,,1s bet .'leen t he ca tions uh i ch lea ds t o d o!lble the cohes ive 
enerc:.:y obt aini ng i n t h e a l L>:a l i mete l so l uti o11. 
l:-o c onc l usive sta t ements can be mi1 J e r et:,f',rdinL t b e 
t emper '-! t ur e c oefficients of v elocity anJ com)r eesibil i t y 
observed i n t he metc., l - t:tmrnonia sol utions other th~n to sta te 
t lwt norma l liquid b eha vior for the colution n is i nd i cn ted 
by t h ese co effi c ien t s . 
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